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Kam1sar Critiques Forced 
Confession Decision 
By Aaron Mead 
RG News Writer 
A recent Supreme Coun deci-
sion that the admission of an involun-
Lary or coerced confession into evi-
dence does not result in automatic 
reversal of a defendant's conviction 
ignores several considerations, ac-
cording to Professor Yale Kamtsar. 
The Coun decided Arizona v. 
Fulminante in late March of this 
year. The case involved a man who 
confessed to a fellow prison inmate 
!hat he had murdered his stepdatJgh-
ter. That inmate was a paid informant 
for the Federal Bureau of Investiga-
tion who had offered the defendant, 
Oreste Fulminante, prOLection from 
the other prisoners in exchange for 
Fulminante's confession. 
The Supreme Court held that 
Fulminante's confession was co-
erced, since it was motivated by a 
fear of physical violence. The Court 
also held, in a 5-4 opinion, that the 
admission of a coerced confession 
did not require automatic reversal of 
conviction, but instead was properly 
subject to a "harmless error" test to 
determ inc the validity of the convic-
tion. Professor Yale Kamisar strikes a pose 
A coerced confession is "harm-
less error" under this test if a court 
can "say beyond reasonable doubt 
!hat this confession did not contnb-
utc to the result," according to Ka-
misar. "In other words, you can say 
with confidence that even without 
this confession, the jury would have 
reached the same result." 
Bm, Kamisar said, that determi-
nationcan neverbcmadeconfidently. 
"That's the ftrSt problem with 
the harmless error rule for confes-
sions," he said. "You can never say 
with confidence that a confession did 
not contribute to the result A confes-
sio~ is s::ch an evidentiary bomb-
shell, such powerful evidence, that 
one can never say (it's harmless)." 
Kamisar added that "everything 
changes at trial" if a confession is let 
into evidence. The defense attorney 
might put his/her client on the stand 
because of the admission of a confes-
sion, whereas the client would not 
have testified otherwise. 
Kamisar also noted as signifi-
cant the frequent splits in the Su-
preme Court itself as to whether a 
particular error is harmless. "I mean, 
how can you argue til at it was harm-
less error, five to four- or five to 
three?" he said. "I mean, it's ridicu-
lous." 
A coerced confessio!l is not 
harmless to the defendant even when 
it is one of multiple confessions by 
that defendant, Kamisar stated. He 
noted that multiple confessions are 
not usually identical, but instead 
"build on ~ch other." He added that 
themostcredibleconfe~ion in a case 
See KAMISAR, on page 10 
MSA Gives Law School Record Funding 
By Michael David Warren, Jr. 
Two major milestones occurred 
during last Tuesday's MSA meeting: 
law School organi7ations received a 
record amount off unding from MSA, 
and a reformist student government 
took power. 
First, Law School funding: the 
MSA general assembly unanimously 
voted to appropriate Sl686 to law 
school organizations. 
· •.the Black Law Students Asso-
ciation received S500 for their Con-
ference on the Drug War and its ef-
fect on civil liberties; 
• the Native American Law Stu-
dents Association was allocated $450 
for its panel discussion on the "Pe-
yoteCase"; 
• the Federalist Society was allo-
cated S400 for speaker fees for Ms. 
Silberman on "P.C.: A Source of 
Civil Rights or Civil Wrongs": 
• and the Immigration Law Proj-




Wins Moot Court 
By Steve Chalk 
RG News Writer 
Spectators filled about three-
quarters of the seats in Honigman 
Auditorium last Monday for final 
arguments in the 1990-91 Henry 
M. Campbell Moot Coun Compe-
tition. 
Presiding were judges Ralph 
B. Guy (6th Cir.); David M. Ebel 
(lOth Cir.); Julian A. Cook (E.D. 
Mich.); Floyd Abrams, a partner at 
the firm of Cahill, Gordon & Rein-
del; and Dean Lee Bollinger. 
At a banquet following the ar-
guments, 2L's Andrew Rifkin and 
William Fealko were selected as 
Moot Coun champions. The panel-
ists gave equal weight to the quality 
of the written briefs and that of the 
oral presentations. According to 
Campbell Board member Frank 
Wu, "judges were told not to judge 
the substance of the arguments." 
Semifinal teams Christine Webber 
and Dave Moran, and Steve Farina 
and Rob Borthwick, won awards 
for best briefs submitted. 
The opposing finalists argued 
that the Public Health League'sdis-
tribution of condoms was either a 
clear case of fraud, or that it was 
speech protected both by the 
League's charter and the First 
Amendment. 
Representing the League, 
Rifkin told the panelists that since 
"AIDS is the biggest disease of our 
time," distributing condoms fit 
within the League's statement of 
allocated S200 for publicity and the 
Law Quadrangle SIOO of general 
expenses earlier this semester, bring-
ing the total law school funding 
appropriations for this semester (and 
year) to Sl986. 
This is the single largest alloca-
tion in a year in history for law school 
groups. In fact, it is probably more 
money than received in the last five 
years combined, and nearly matches 
MSA expenditures to the law school 
in the 1980s. 
Second, April 9, 1991 is date 
which will forever be remembered as 
the beginning of the New Campus 
incorporation, which entitled the 
League to "publicize and promote 
health issues." Thus, the State of 
Hutchins did not have the statutory 
authority to revoke the League's 
non-profit status. Furthermore, 
Rifkin noted, the revocation un-
constitutionally discriminated 
against the League on the basis of 
its corporate strucrure. 
"The state has used the power-
ful wea::on (of tax status) to chi!J 
free speech," Rifkin said. Distrib-
uting the condoms sent a clear 
message- the need to recognize the 
danger of AIDS - to an audience 
that likely understood the commu-
nicative intenL Under the appli-
cable legal standard, Rifkin said, 
the condom distribution was 
speech. 
Rifkin's partner, 2L William 
Fealko, argued that the state ban on 
the League's behavior failed to pass 
constitutional muster as enacted and 
as applied. Its prohibition of "so-
cial advocacy" suffered from 
vagueness and overbreadth, he said. 
When one panelist questioned 
whether the emphasis upon "so-
cial" caused his confusion about 
the statute's applicability, Fealko 
provided an entertaining clarifica-
tion of the relevant legal standard. 
"I'm not saying that I don't under-
stand, only that a person of com-
mon understanding wouldn't." 
Fealko also noted that by ban-
ning the League's "endorsement" 
ec MOOT, on page 11 
Order. On that night the f trSt meeting 
of the Michigan Student Assembly 
(MSA) dominated by moderate and 
conservative students took place in 
memory. Two meetings were held: 
the evening began with the last meet-
ingoftheold MSA (which, of course. 
was dominated by the radical Left) 
which was followed by the first 
meeting of the new MSA, whose 
members were elected April 16-7. 
The two different Assemblies 
are labeled "old" and "new" for a 
reason. The first is chronological: the 
old Assembly is, after all, the past 
See lfiARREN, on page 11 
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RG On That 
Vision Thing 
There is no truth. Plato was full of shit. Not yet. Not 
ever. That's why my mind is still open to new ideas and 
arguments. 
This is law school; Issues abound. I'm no Posner, 
but I have a few ideas of my own. And these ideas are still 
taking shape. 
Since day one of law school, I have been surrounded 
by diatribes, assertions and all other forms of mono-
logue. Tbeysay it's the nature of the beast; we law school 
student are advocates. But we are best prepared to ad· 
vocate onJy when we ruDy understand the other side's 
position. Have we already mastered the other side? On 
every issue? I came to the RG out of instinct. I was 
looking for a catalyst to foster meaningful discussion 
within the four comers or the Quadrangle. 
Admittedly, this paper is no model or dialogue. But 
it's a start. Some spartan spectators say we contrive 
controversies. The RG did not contrive racism. The 
virtues and vices or affirmative action, the effectiveness 
or the Placement Off tee, the nature or feminism: these 
are just a few or the thlngs that need to be discussed. 
Next year's RG will continue to present a forum on 
topics that generate differing opinions from "reason-
able people." Opinion Editor Sadatb Sayeed hopes to 
expand the participants' roster to include both mem-
bers or facul ty and administration. He also hopes that 
the reluctance of many students to express their view-
points, however non-vogue, will last as long as their fine 
summer tans. 
In the coming year, News Editor Pete Mooney plans 
to continue the kind of aggressive reporting which 
resulted in the Law Review affirmative action and the 
placement survey stories. Our goal will be to report 
things students want to know, but don' t. 
Mininitsky bas a carte blanche on features. While 
the doctor will be on call, he'll build on Law In Tbe Raw, 
Spencer's Arts column, Cessak's esoteric cartoons, and 
next year's sports columnists. 
MDS,SAS;PM, ADM, SMG., 
Letters to the Editor 
Dear Editor: 
The &.!1' s reports on the recent challenge to the Michigan 
I..aw Review's existing affmnative action policy have triggered 
a formidable and predictable crackdown on dissent. It is an 
intellectual witch-hunt, conducted according to Michigan Law's 
own r$ble recipe. The ingredients: a seizure of control over 
the tenns of the debate, and a purge of the ideologically impure 
achieved through a process of intellectual isolation. According 
to this formula, efforts to substantively prevent the the potential 
restructuring of the Law Review's affirmative action policy 
have now taken the form of a more efficient campaign lO silence 
the discourse. 
In particular, we have in mind the recent comments by two 
members of the Law Review, Scou Schrader and Mike Ross, 
and by Dean Gordon which have threatened a legitimate dia-
logue about the eradication of inequalities at this Law School. 
Despite the risk of landing ourselves in the Law Review's 
intellectual gulag, we feel it incumbent on us, as mo.>.rnber!: of the 
Law Review, to reply. Emphasizing that our focus is on 
methods rather than personalities, we entreat the comments of 
each person in turn. 
First is the statement in Mr. Schrader's leuer to the editor 
in last weeks' R.Q., in which he accused one of his colleagues 
of being "intellectually vacuous" and somehow insensitive 
towards fellow students simply because he chose to question the 
Law Review's existing policy on affrrmative action. Through 
his lener, Mr. Schrader sought to assure the law school commu-
nity that such a demonstrated lack of well-wishing towards 
minority students does not represent the majority view of the 
Review. Specifically, Mr. Schrader noted that "[t]he Law 
Review is full of members who are committed to the ideals of 
racially diverse staff." Mr. Schrader's statement is wholly 
correct - in that there is no dearth of commitment to the ide.:1 
of complete eradication of race-based bias on the Michigaft 
Law Review. Where he fails is that he translates an honest 
intellectual objection to the current affirmative action system 
into a "less-than welcoming spirit toward the presence of 
minority students on the Law Review." In fact, one has nothing 
to do with the other. But Mr. Schrader nevertheless reformu-
lates the dispute in order to exclude the possibility that one could 
both welcome the inclusion of all persons of all colors and 
backgrounds, and at the same time question the merits of race-
based privilege as an appropriate mechanism to further the 
values of inclusion and diversity. And not only does he 
endeavor to erase the possibility of holding such a view, he 
enhances the injustice of his statement by specifically lintcing 
that"less than-welcoming attitude"to Arthur Burke and Daniel 
Plants, two of his Law Review colleagues who have challenged 
the existing affrrmative action policy. (To ascribe any view 
other than race neutrality to Mr. Burke and Mr. Plants is, of 
course, preposterous). In this fashion, he accomplishes the dual 
goals of framing the debate and personally isolating those who 
dare engage in independent thinking. 
In his opinion article, Mike Ross also threatens to close off 
intellectual debate- yet he not only denies a voice to fellow 
members of the Law Review, he, in effect, duplicates the error 
he assigns to others: he denies standing lO would-be parties to 
the debate, in this case any person not of color, to argue against 
affrnnativeaction programs. He asks how anyone not of color 
can know what is in the best interest of people of color. This 
question provokes two much more probing questions_ First, 
how can ~ know what is in the best interest of all people of 
color? He can only know what is in the best interest of himself, 
especially since he admits that a segment of the minority 
community opposes affrnnative action. Second, who said the 
question should be asked in terms what is best for any particular 
group? The admissions policy of the Law Review affects 
everyone at the law school; their admissions policies do not just 
effect particular groups. The Law Review is a fixed pie, a zero 
sum game; there are only a set number of slots, and when one 
person takes a spot another person cannot In a context of 
scarcity, any decision regarding Law Review admissions must 
be viewed as a decision, made by the eighteen members of the 
editorial board, focused on finding the best policy accommodating 
~every student attending this Law School. Ignoring this 
mission, however, Mr. Ross frames the question so that only 
certain groups are assigned any stake in the affirmative action 
policy. And, he too singles out Mr. Plants by name in order to 
conduct an inquisition imo his heresies. 
It appears that Dean Gordon also has designs on unfettered 
discussion of the aff rrmative action policy. Her position comes 
in the form of a disturbing statement in the B..Q.. article entitled 
"Law Review Affirmative Action Policy Challenged." Specifi-
The Re8 Cestae -April 15, 1991 - page 3 
Faculty Hiring or 
Fraternity Rush? 
An Open Letter to 
President Duderstat 
Dear President Duderstadt: 
Aprilmarks(ed) the third anniversary of the implementation 
of the University of Michigan Policy on DiscriminaJion and 
Discriminatory Conduct by Students in the University 
Environm.en!. The policy was struck down in August, 1989 by 
federal judge Avem Cohn as unconstitutional but was soon 
replaced with the University of Michigan ln!erim Policy on Dis. 
crimination and Discriminatory Conduct by StudenJs in the 
University Environm.en!. While the legality of the !nJerim Policy 
with respect to First Amendment rights is questionable, one thing 
is clear: the administration's decision to control student speech 
with any type of policy is wrong. 
By David Klaus 
Last Friday, several older white male professors from the 
faculty hiring committee met with students to discuss the 
faculty's method of cqoosing new members. Although the 
meeting was interesting, and moderately constructive for those 
involved, I was disturbed to discover that the choosing process 
is quite similar to that which was employed in my fraternity in 
college -the process known as Rush. 
The idea behind Rush is that people who would like to be a 
part of a fraternity (the process is somewhat different for 
sororities) "apply" to the house by coming to various cocktail 
parties to meet and impress the membership. The fraternity then 
meets and discusses each Rush candidate, and then votes. To get 
a "bid" as it is called, a candidate must be approved by two-thirds 
of the members, and must not be "blackballed" or voted against, 
by more than 5 members. As one might guess, such a system 
encourages the making of factions, and involves compromise, 
since one member who can get four friends to vote with him may 
keep someone out of the house. 
The pro<>pective fraternity member is chosen on the basis of 
criteria consisting of his conversational and general social 
ability (is he cool?), his relative good-looks (although if you 
asked anyone they would vehemently deny that this was a 
factor), how well he will fit in with the lifestyle of drinking, 
drugs, and general hedonism, and how much he will add to the 
prestige/popularity of the fraternity. 
As I considered the faculty hiring process, I began to see that 
the only major differences between fraternity Rush and the 
faculty Rush is that instead of considering good-looks (inevita-
bly, in our house, judged by a white upper-middle-class stan-
dard), the faculty considers, as a first cut, good grades and 
membership on the law review. Arguably, thcsecriteriaarealso 
based on a white male upper-middle-class standard, favoring 
those who had access to a better education and better job 
opponunities, and who generally had easier lives. 
If you asked anyone in our fraternity about our interest in 
diversity, you would receive a similar response to that which the 
faculty hiring committee offered- we do have a commitment to 
diversity, we actively seek out interesting and exciting prospec-
tive members, and there is absolutely no pressure to conform 
once you are invited to join. (Our fraternity did not ever havP-any 
sort of affirmative action policy.) 
Everyone in our house really honestly believed this, al-
though our house remained quite homogenous. We did occa-
sionally get a person of color to join, although the one in my 
pledge class dropped out almost immediately afterward. Two of 
our members were Asian-Americans. The only female member 
of the house was a dog. 
It is fair, however, to say that we did not purposely discrimi-
nate against anyone, indeed, most of us made a real effon to 
encourage people of a different nature to join. Somehow, 
though, it turned out that our house was almost entirely all white, 
all heterosexual (at least publicly), all relatively attractive, all 
able-bodied, and, of course, all male. 
This homogeneity, however, as I noted, really wasn't on 
purpose. Now it is true that most members of our house were 
quite homophobic, and most were quite sexist, and most, al-
though not knowingly racist, did not have any friends who were 
people of color 
But really. they weren' tsuch a bad group of guys- their main 
fault was that they wanted to hang out with people just like 
themselves- who had the same background, tastes, etc. Not 
surprisingly, though, this had the effect of chilling the enthusi-
asm of different people who might otherwise have wanted to 
join. 
To be fair, I give our faculty a little more credit for being 
more mature and open-minded than the members of my house. 
But because they continue to adhere to the standards of 
"excellence" which favor white upper-middle-class males, 
because they openly and admiuedly fail to take differing sexual 
orientations into account, and because they have failed, for 
See KLAUS, page 4 
'The University ought to be educating its students, not 
engaging in a partisan evaluation of their thoughts. Federal, slate 
and local laws already tempered by the Bill of Rights should be 
wholly sufficient to evaluate and enforce student speech and 
conduct. By making students answerable to a University policy 
on speech they become hostages to a bureaucracy that does not 
have the resources to protect or ensure these rights. 
According to thelnJerim Pol;cy, it is the University's duty 
to protect the "educational process" at the University. Using 
resources intended for education to police the speech of students 
is not the job of the University. As editors of campus newspapers 
and duly elected student government heads, we ask the admini-
stration to abandon this policy. The /nJerim Policy benefits no 
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Mark Sanor 
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Lisa Bean 
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Letters to the Editor---------------------
cally, she reportedly states that "If [the Editorial Board] were to 
seriously consider changing any major policies, including the 
affirmative action policy, I would hope that they would consult 
the student body, faculty, and dean about the impact of such a 
change before reaching that decision." First, it is alarming that 
Dean Gordon finds that a fonnal seven-and-a-half-hour discus-
sion involving eighteen students does not constitute a "serious" 
affair. Second, and more importantly, it is unfortunate that Dean 
Gordon can take the position that while it is acceptable for the 
law Review to chi tty-chat about "Big" issues like affirmative 
action, actually taking any sort of"affmnative action" is another 
story. One might infer from her comments that the powers-that-
be are poised to intervene should the misguided students make 
any attempt to ~on vert talk into change. 
The campaign against the debate since the initial challenge 
to the Law Review'saffumativeacrion policy is consonant with 
the atmosphere in which the challenge took place. Through the 
&.Q.'s reports on the matter, the Law School community has 
been able to observe some of the goings-on surrounding the 
Review's annual review of its admissions policy. Students were 
thus able to see how the principles of basic fairness, not to 
mention by-laws and voting rights, were altered to exclude those 
with dissenting views from mounting any real effort to accom-
plish change. The witch-hunt since has taken up the further aim 
of depriving those dissenters of the ability siinply to persuade. 
In view of their efforts, we write to join Mr. Burke and Mr. 
Plants, affirming the validity of their input to the dialogue, and 
assuring them that they are not intellectually isolated from all 
members of the Law Review. 
These signatures do not necessarily endorse any position on 
the merits of the affirmative action debate; rather, they affirm I am both shocked and offended by the contention that The 
our belief that all individuals should be free to express their Doorsmusicwasinsignificantandeachoftheiralbumshadonly 
views in a forum free of intellectual or political intimidation. . one or two good songs;;-i.(.tllat. Certainly, the contention that 
Kathryn Dessayer (MLR, Volumes 88 & 89) 
William Dubinsky (MLR, Volumes 89 & 90) 
Peter Herman (MLR, Volumes 89 & 90) 
James Hopenfeld (MLR, Volumes 89 & 90) 
John Kole (MLR, Volumes 89 & 90) 
Mauhew Renaud (MLR Volumes 89 & 90) 
Thomas Tobiason (MLR, Volumes 89 & 90) 
Greg Zemanick (MLR, Volumes 88 & 89) 
We concur with these criticisms, 
Anhur Burke (MLR, Volumes 89 & 90) 
J. Daniel Plants (MLR, Volumes 8? & 90) 
Dear Editor: 
Recently, there has been a lot of debate both inside and 
outside our ivy clad walls focusing on one of the most significant 
and volatile issues of our times. A lot of fierce rhetoric has 
graced the pages of this as well as other local and national 
publications. In fact, the issue seems to have reached interna- • 
tional proportions. Given all of the words which have already 
been bandied about, I am hesitant to add my own personal 
opinjon to the array. ~oneJlleless, I feel cqmpelled .. 
The Door's first album was their best may have merit. Stili; one 
or two good songs on each album? The fact is that there is 
actually very little filler on any Doors album with the possible 
exception of L.A Woman. 
I understand the need to tolerate differences in opinion and 
I vehemently defend the right of anyone to criticize whatever 
they wish-even The Beatles. Still, these self-proclaimed 
music experts have really missed the boat when it comes to The 
Doors. How can anyone denigrate such tunes as the eerie, 
spectral "You're Lost Little Girl" or the camivalesque "Un-
happy Girl"-both from the album Strange Days? The undeni-
able greatness of these two tracks and others as well as ''People 
Are Strange" (another great song from Strange Days) belies the 
notion that The Doors only had one or two quality songs on each 
of their albums. Morrison's Hotel is another great Doors album 
with at least three unequivocally great songs: "Waiting for the 
Sun" (an existential romp), "Blue Sunday" (an ethereal ballad a 
Ia Julee Cruise) and "Queen of the Highway" (has a great 
ending). There are other eminently beautiful, riveting tracks on 
that LP alone. 
While it is true that I do not agree with all of the things 
which have been said in the debate, I am pleased 10 see that our 
relatively unfettered marketplace of ideas has yielded a robust 
dialogue on the subject. 
Steven R. "Hangman" Rosenblatt (2L) 
, .• c I ~ I ' c: ' • ) I l l 
The Reo G~iae.: April i5, 1991 :_ p;sc_4_- ·---
Schrader and Ross: A Riposte 
By J. Daniel Plants 
My recent attempts to offer an alternative 
vision of racial relations in the Jaw school has 
cost me a heavy price. The expression of the 
heterodox view that affmnative action might 
not be appropriate for the Michigan Law Re-
view has invited some of the harshest treatment 
to which I have ever been subjected: I have 
received less-than-cordial greetings by persons 
I formerly considered friends. I have been 
shunned in the dining hall by people who 
would rather rise dramatically and leave their 
food untouched than sit at the table with me. 
Colleagues who I had thought possessed 
friendship (or at least intellectual respect) for 
me have instead assailed my motives and intel-
lect in print (seeScou Schrader and Mike Ross, 
last week in this paper). The criticism leveled at 
me by Diane Carter, whoever she is, to the 
effect that I am "ignorant" and "arrogan[t)" 
stings much less; since we have never met, her 
remarks about my abilities truly do emanate 
from an uninformed perspective. But Mike and 
Scott should both know better than to think our 
disagreement reflects hostility toward minori-
ties on my part. If nothing else, the current 
witch-hunt over affmnative action is a testa-
ment to the utter bastardization of the concept 
of "diversity" at this law school. Are racial 
issues really so sensitive that they may no 
longer be discussed? Is the status quo so sacro-
sanct that its critics merit personal condemna-
tion? 
The implicit thrust of Mr. Schrader's letter 
to the editor is redeemed only by its merciful 
brevity. After passing reference to my beliefs 
as "paternalistic and intellectually vacuous" he 
implies that efforts to change the way the Law 
Review selects its incoming class reflect "a 
less-than welcoming spirit toward the presence 
of minority students on the Law Review." I fmd 
this statement to be completely irresponsible. 
One part of the resolution .we submitted explic-
itly reaffirmed our commitment to recruiting 
minorities to join Review. Among the sugges-
tions I have made are individual meetings with 
minority groups encouraging application , 
workshops designed to educate people about 
what constitutes successful writing competi-
tion entries, and a de-emphasis on grades in the 
selection process so that an ever-increasing 
percentage of our Associate Editors can "write 
on," without any reference to their first-year 
grades. 
To the extent that any minority construes 
my views in the way Scott Schrader does, she 
too is misinformed. But I fail to see how it helps 
to dispel any such misgivings when one of our 
members writes a letter, signed with his MLR 
title, that lends credence to the view that ulte-
rior motivations undergird our position. Mr. 
Schrader's eagerness to associate himself with 
the views of these worried, unnamed students 
just fans the flames and undermines the goal 
that he ostensibly embraces, i.e., minority 
understanding that they arc encouraged by all 
of us to apply for admission to the Law Review. 
Many of Mike Ross's assertions in last 
week's RG arc deeply disturbing as well, not 
the least of which arc the ad hominem attacks 
on my views about affmnative action at the 
R eviewas being little more than "a sm:>kescrcen 
for motivations less laudable than concern for 
people of color [sic]." Of course, reflexive 
charges of racism are nothing new in this de-
bate. But it is infuriating to fmd that my oppo-
sition to racial quotas merits comparison to the 
ultimate, paradigmatic racial offenders. Mr. 
Ross has the audacity to compare my position 
to that of supporters of Jim Crow laws in the 
Old South and defenders of apartheid in South 
Africa. Although the comparisons are vivid, 
perhaps Mr. Ross could have spared us the 
historical referents and just collapsed his argu-
mentdown to thesimple(and by now familiar) 
syllogism: "I am black. You disagree with me 
about racial issues. You are, therefore, a rac-
ist." It is also ironic to note that I am compared 
to the supporters of Jim Crow laws and apart-
heid, both of which take account of and treat 
individuals differently based on their race. Since 
my position advocates elimination, rather than 
explicit amplification, of racial differences, 
maybe Mr. Ross should subject his historical 
references to a reality check to make sure that 
he has our respective analogs accurately de-
scribed. 
Among his many criticisms, Mr. Ross 
seems to think that I am playing dirty pool by 
casting the affirmative action in moral terms. I 
suppose his argument is that by deeming ques-
tions of morality to be implicated in racial 
prcfe:-ences, I have unfairly claimed victory; I 
have shifted the debate to an iiJegitimate high-
ground where the proponents of the policy lack 
a fair chance at utilitarian argumentation. Al-
though I have said more than once before that 
I do thiuk there's a moral dimension to this 
issue, the cn.;x of my argumentation to date on 
it has been qui tc pragmatic and policy oriented. 
(Before ivrr. Ross accuses anyone of treating 
this debate like some kind of jihad, I suggest he 
reconsider his Jim Crow and South Africa 
allus-ions). Furthermore, it is puzzling to hear 
Mr. Ross accuse meoffrarningthedebatein an 
unfair or absolute way: a large part of his 
argument seems to be that I am completely 
ineligible to participate in the debate just be-
cause my skin is the wrong color. lf this is not 
an attempt at an early T.K.O., then pray tell, 
what is? 
Mr. Ross's premise that as a white person, 
my views about affirmative action are entitJed 
to little or no weight, is insulting and self-
serving. (Notice that he does not, for some 
reason, take Scou Schrader or Rachel Godsil or 
Alex Aleinikoff to task for their commentary 
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A Sister~s Final Response to ''Violence • IS Not the Answer~~ 
By Lisa A. Crooms 
In response to " Violence Is Not the An-
swer" [Res Gestae 1 Aprill99 I], I can only say 
that I am deeply troubled. The attitudes re-
flected in the article were less disturbing than 
the blatant (and one can only assume) deliber-
atemanipulation of"facts." I would like to take 
this opportunity to set the record straight re-
garding a few of the erroneous assertions made 
by the authors. 
Throughout my career at this law school as 
well as my work experience in the legal field, I 
have never heard the proposition that dissent-
ing opinions constitote binding authority. 
Although the authors do not explicitly state 
this, their reliance on Justice Harlan's dissent-
ing opinion in Plessy v. Ferguson, 163 U.S. 537 
(1896) implies that this dissent in someway 
represents the law at that point in history. As I 
remember, the majority opinion in Plessy de-
clared "separate but equal" to be the law of the 
land with respect to relations between the races. 
Brown v. Board of Education, 347 U.S. 483 
(1954), decided 58 years after Plessy repudi-
ated the "separate but equal" doctrine as it 
applied to public education. Brown, however, 
was not litigated because African-American 
children and their parents felt that these 
children's lives would improve merely from 
their ability to sit next to white children in a 
public school classroom. On the contrary, the 
Brown case stood as a challenge to the empow-
ered within this country to recognize and to 
change the socially constructed meaning of 
government enforced segregation. Supreme 
Court Justice Thurgood Marshall and !he other 
civil rights attorneys of the NAACP Legal 
Defense Fund forced the Supreme Court to 
acknowledge the validity of Homer Plessy's 
claim "that the enforced separation of the two 
races stamps the colored race with a badge of 
inferiority." Plessy, supra. This badge is not 
the creation of those so stamped but rather the 
creation of those with the definitional power to 
determine the social meaning of language, 
custom and social practice. The Justices of the 
Supreme Court were forced to face the truth 
that their predecessors were wrong when they 
concluded that this badge of inferiority existed 
"solely because the colored race [chose) to put 
this construction on it." I d. 
Even if I missed the first year class in 
which one of my professors explained that 
dissenting opinions constirute binding author-
ity, the authors quote from Harlan's dissenting 
opinion remains troublesome. If the authors 
had read the sentences immediately preceding 
the quoted passage, then Harlan's statement 
regarding the alleged color-blindness of the 
Constitution would have been placed in its 
proper context. Harlan wrote: 
The white race deems itself to be the 
dominant race in this country. And, so it is, in 
prestige, in achievements, in education, in 
wealth and in power. So, I doubt not, it will 
continue to be for all time, if it remains true to 
its great heritage and holds fast to the principles 
of constitutional liberty. 
Justice Harlan understood the relationship 
between power and the ideology of white su-
premacy. It was not his desire to further equal-
ity betw;en the races that caused him to dissent 
in Plessy. Rather, it was his belief that the white 
race need not deny African-Americans their 
civil rights solely on the basis of race to safe-
guard its dominance. Harlan felt that infringe-
ment of the civil rights of African-Americans 
held to be constitutional by the majority opin-
ion was unnecessary to counter the non-exis-
tent threat to white hegemony. Contrary to the 
belief of some, this position does not endear 
Justice Harlan in the hearts of African-Ameri-
cans. It merely illustrates that he understood 
ours to be a country in which a race hierarchy 
allows true power to vest in those who are 
privileged, white and male. 
In addition, the authors imply that George 
Bush is not a racist because he vetoed a civil 
rights bill he claimed required quotas, but that 
Michael McGhee is a racist because he alleg-
edly "wants Blacks to kill [w)hites merely 
because of each groups [sic] skin color. Who's 
being racist?" The less than rhetorical answer 
to this rhetorical question is "Obviously not 
Michael McGhee." There is clearly a distinc-
tion between prejudice or bias and racism. 
Racism is an institution which allows those 
who control the institution to oppress others on 
the basis of race. As I understand racism, 
Michael McGhee is incapable of being a racist 
in the U.S . because he d¢cs not belong to the 
group that controls the institutional appararus 
used to oppress others based on their race. If 
McGhee did not live in the U.S . where the 
instirutions used to oppress "outsider groups" 
were controlled by those on the inside, i.e. 
privileged white men, then perhaps McGhee 
could be labeled a racist. Tfiis, however, is not 
the case. 
The historical and economic backdrop 
against which racism stands (under the previ-
ous definition) consists of the following: the 
institution of chauel slavery, the effective en-
slavement of freepersons of African descent, 
the alleged granting of freedom to former slaves 
through the Emancipation Proclamation, the 
systemic erosion of those rights created and 
guaranteed by the Constitution for African-
Americans, the lynching of our fathers by mobs 
of white vigilantes, the raping of our mothers 
by white men who felt they were guaranteed 
unlimited access to their bodies, and the social 
meaning of government enforced segregation. 
A desire to view the Constitution and its ten 
references to the instirution of slavery as a color 
blind document merely shows a willingness to 
forget the past. James Baldwin noted: 
[Tjhe great force of history comes from 
the fact that we carry it with us, are uncon-
sciously controlled by it in many ways and 
history is literally present in all that we do. It 
could scarcely be otherwise, since it is to his-
tory that we owe our frame of reference, our 
identities, and our aspirations. 
I stand as an African-American woman 
whose great-great-grandmother Fannie Lewis 
was born a slave in New Bern, North Carolina. 
I testify as a third year law student who under-
stands the importance of my history and who 
continues to struggle for the rights due to me as 
a human being both for myself and for Fannie 
Lewis. I urge you not to forget your history for 
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The Rebuttal Column 
By Chuck King 
RG Opinion Writer 
As you know, this is the last R.G. of the 
year, and I'd like to take this opportunity to 
thank everyone for their attention and forebear-
ance over the course of the semester. I'd also 
like to thank everybody who wrote in response 
to my columns, even (especially) the people 
who disagreed with me, because my goal all 
along was to generate debate and discussion. 
On the other band, some issues are in 
danger of being driven into the ground, like the 
whole PC debate. Initially I intended to return 
10 the issue in this column, but people I talked 
to said, "That issue is dead; let it go." I'm not 
sure it's exactly dead, but it may be getting old, 
so I'll leave it for now. There's only one point 
I'd like to make regarding my column of two 
weeks ago, because I think my position was 
misinterpreted by Christine Webber and Diane 
Caner, and probably other people who didn't 
bother to write in. 
In a nutshell, I think the general PC men-
tality can be characterized by an obsession with 
issues of race, gender, and sexual orientation, 
themes that have been neglected in education in 
this country in the past. It appears that some 
people think that I'm against the inclusion of 
these issues in education today. In fact, nothing 
could be further from the truth. What I'm 
against, to echo the sentiment expressed by Ms. 
Webber, is teaching these viewpoints alone. I 
realize that it might not appear to the casual 
observer that this is a problem today in acade-
mia, but the evidence is there that it will be a 
problem in the future. I've spoken to two recent 
English Ph.D. recipients and they've both said 
independently and without provocation that 
unless you address your scholarship to issues of 
race, class, or gender, it's impossible to get 
published these days. A severy humanities major 
knows, unless you publish prolifically, it's 
impossible to get and keep a professorship at a 
major university. What this means is that when 
the current tenured faculty die off or retire, 
students will be presented with only one school 
of thoughL Whether that school of thought is 
bad or good is completely irrelevant; as I see it, 
the purpose of education is to challenge stu-
dents with different ideas (emphasis on differ-
ent). It's true we haven't done this quite as 
much as we should have, but replacing one 
absolutist school of thought with another isn' t 
accomplishing anything. Still, it 's happen-
ing. "Yeah, sure," you may be thinking, "get 
real." I'm not making this up. If you don' t 
believe me, talk to some humanities grad stu-
dents. The only way to avoid this is for us to 
demand diversity in curricula. Diversity is a 
two-edged sword; it means you take the bad 
with the good. Liberal education is dying, but 
because it's dying in a politically correct way, 
nobody cares. That's whati'mconcemed abouL 
So much for the P.C. issue. Rest in 
Peace. Now,on to this week's real topic: gram-
mar. 
In her opinion piece last week, Christine 
Webber decried the fact that many professors 
do not use gender neutral language. Ideally, 
everyone should use such language, but since 
we speak English, we're at a big disadvantage 
because, officially at least, English doesn't 
contain a gender neutral personal pronoun. Oh, 
sure, there are favored constructions like "he or 
she" (which, it can be argued, is not really 
gender neutral at all) or (s)he (which can only 
be used in written communication), but these 
constructions are awkward. I'm sure at one 
time or another everyone's mentally tried sub-
stituting "it" for a gender-specific pronoun; as 
you found out, it sounds stupid. 
So, then, what to do? If you 'II notice, I said 
that English doesn' t officially contain a gen-
der-neutral pronoun. Unofficially, though, it's 
another story. There's a gender neutral pro-
noun that, admit it, we'veall used, butitdoesn ' t 
fmd it's way into the classroom or polite writ-
ing because it's not "proper" grammar. It falls 
into the category of usages including "ain't" 
and most uses of "goL" What is this improper 
but prevalent gender-neutral pronoun? They. 
They them their. 
Think about it. Everybody uses "they" as 
a singular gender-neutral personal pronoun in 
casual conversation already. Consider this 
sentence: A person went into a store and the 
clerk asked them what they wanted. A common 
speech construction, but improper grammar 
because officially "they" is plural, while its 
antecedent, "a person," is singular. Where is it 
written in stone, though, that "they" has to be 
plural in all cases from now ti1J the end of the 
world? This was evidently a useful rule at one 
time, but the fact that the word is used like it is 
as much as it is suggests that people subcon-
sciously want a gender-neutral pronoun for the 
English language, and since "they" has become 
the de facto gender-neutral singular, the rule 
should be changed. "It is revolting to have no 
better reason fora rule ... than that so it was laid 
down in the time of Henry IV. It is still more 
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revolting if the grounds on which it was laid 
down have vanished long since, and the rule 
simply persists from blind imitation of the 
past. " Address by 0 . W. Holmes, 10 
Harv.L.Rev. 457,469 (1897). 
Historically, languages have always 
evolved and changed with time. The Latin of 
two thousand years ago evolved into the whole 
family of Romance languages (French, Span-
ish, Italian, Romanian, et al.). With the advent 
of widespread literacy , language became fairly 
standardized, and there are distinct advantages 
to this, such as being able to easily understand 
things written a couple hundred years ago. One 
drawback, however, is that standardization fixes 
the language where it is, and doesn't allow it to 
change to meet the needs of a changing culture. 
Somewhere, though, there's a group or organi-
zation that keeps the standards. I don' t know 
who they are; maybe the Modem Language 
Association. In any event, we should find out 
their identity and urge them to adopt "they" as 
the gender-neutral personal pronoun. J(jds use 
it already (my strongest evidence that it should 
be adopted: it 's "natural"); if they weren' t 
broken of the habit in school, within a genera-
tion it would become common usage. 
It's not like it would be any great leap of 
linguistics, to have one word for both singular 
and plural pronouns. In German, the pronoun 
sie means both "she" and "they," and the Ger-
mans seem to get along all right. "They" as 
singular gender-neutral personal pronoun: an 
idea whose time has come. Write the English 
language authoritjes today. 
Good bye. ~ee you next ~mester, I hope. 
A Time For Leadership af· Home 
By Robert Lewis 
When I was a child (a little more than I am 
now), I avoided my responsibilities in a myriad 
of ways. One that was most effective was what 
!liked to call "the trade-off." The trade-off was 
what its name implies: a compromise whereby 
I would get what I thought was substantial 
reward out of a little work. If I perceived-or 
knew-that a chore or task of some sort was 
coming up, I would perform a preemptive strike 
of sorts, choosing to act "voluntarily" and clean 
up some mess I had made or do some like thing. 
This littleefforteamed me results, for when the 
time came to dole out duties, I already had 
accumulated a fewpointsand therefore was not 
automatically considered for the task. Since 
my siblings had not done anything, they would 
bethe fl!Stchosen. By undertaking one burden, 
I was able to avoid many others. Of course, the 
other family members had their own tactics, 
but this was mine. 
I'm not sure what the point to this is, either. 
But I do know that when I look around today, 
I see the same type of behavior in the world of 
politics. I did not realize the political nature <5f 
my behavior when I was ten, but I do now, 
especially when viewed in a presidential light. 
George Bush has the opportunity to do almost 
exactly the same thing that! used to do as a kid. 
I hope to God he doesn' t. 
I fear that the President may use the re-
markableand unexpected success in the Gulf as 
an excuse, to avoid doing his work at home. 
According to at least one well-respected com-
mentator, the "Conventional Wisdom" has it 
that Bush will not choose to fully address the 
many pressing domestic issues now, because 
he need not. His popularity, rather dismal 
before the conflict, now rides at an all-time 
high. To wade into the thicket of domestic 
issues poses little optimism and too great a 
possibility of having to retreat covered with 
thorns. Better to leave those problems for later, 
the President's advisors and political instinct 
would probably say to him-or at most, make 
symbolic and safe attemptS to appear to act on 
those issues. Why muddy one's self in the 
economy, or in the racial polarization and ani-
mosity growing in the U.S. for the past twelve 
years, or in a fragmented energy policy, with 
such great danger of undoing all the public 
opinion "good" that the war accomplished? 
I am not suggesting that George Bush 
pressed for war solely in order to avoid the 
many pressing domestic problems facing the 
United States. But I am certam thathe,likeany 
politician, will try to ride the success of the 
effort as far as he can. To do so, however, is to 
shrink from leadership. Although many people 
were very skeptical about the wisdom of war 
with Iraq (and, to their credit, still are con-
vinced war could have been avoided), George 
Bush did lead with stability the effort to expel 
Iraq from KuwaiL What he decided he wanted, 
he got- weakening Saddam Hussein suffi-
ciently to remove his threat to world peace. 
Whether the decision to take a sideline view of 
the destruction of Iraqi rebels was the coura-
geous-or even politically desirable-move is 
another thing, but at least the leadership up 
until that point was steady. George Bush showed 
that he was capable of handling pressure. That 
the Iraqis had little will to fight us did not make 
the entire difference. Much of it was truly 
Bush's doing. 
Now, however, there is much to be done on 
the second front. The economy, receiving 
some new blood from the war's success, is still 
struggling. Almost 7% of Americans are out of 
work officially (and many rr.ore are in reality). 
Investors and consumers alike are wary of how 
long, and if, the post-war high will last, and are 
employing their funds accordingly. A fii'St step 
that can be taken is positive government action. 
Many conservative observers and many econo-
mists will of course object to this suggestion, as 
they normally should. I would hope that they 
would respond constructively and show me 
where I'm wrong; if not, at least. my ineptitude 
will spur thought by others in a (hopefully) 
productive way. What I suggest is an infusion 
of cash into the economy: either through in-
creased government spending at home, con-
verting the peace dividend that was planned 
before the war in the Gulf; or. alternatively, 
bonuses or deductions to firms that employ 
more workers and for more hours. What the 
economy needs is consumer action, it would 
seem, and this would be one way to do it. 
Besides deciding to raise ta-l mean, enhance 
revenues-George Bush has not made a great 
deal of noise regarding the economy. But if he 
wants to truly lead, he should make more. 
Another suggestion is a revision of the 
national energy policy. I know many peoplt> 
will claim •ve fought the Gulf war entirely out 
of principle and respect fo.- the rule of law, but 
to claim thaL is like saying that the Tigers will 
fmish second in the American League East on 
the basis of Pete lncaviglia's on-base percent-
age. To state it is to refute it. Obviously the 
location of Kuwait and its principal export 
affected the President's decision to go to war. 
We have no desire 10 fight to free Tibel, be-
cause we have enough iceandsnowasitis. But 
if we were less dependent on oil-wherever we 
get it from- there would be much less need to 
sacrifice lives for iL Indeed, there would be 
less incentive for rulers like Saddam Hussein to 
See LEWIS, page 7 
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on the issue, despite their skin pigmentation). can prove ultimately that they deserved to 
First of all, I disrespect Mr. Ross's assertion advance on merit, no such validation is avail-
that he speaks for all presentandfurure minor- able. We do not give out grades {like the UC-
ity members of this law school simply because Davis Medical School) nor does the free mar-
he is black. Despite his addiction to the pro- ket judge the quality of the minority business' 
nouns ''We" and "Us." I do not think thai there work product (as it does when an FCC license 
is or should be a singular minority party line on is granted). Once on Law Review, any objective 
anissuethata!fectssomanyindividualsinsuch or merit-based opportunity for minorities to 
different ways. More fundamentally. I refuse to rebut their detractors is lacking. 
characterize diverse and heterogeneous indi- Although the strident and accusatory tone 
vidual humar. beings into groups and catego- of his column implks otherwise, I would hope 
ries for the mere purpose of rhetorical conven- that Mr. Ross realizes that one does not have to 
ience, particularly when many have no more in be black to be concern~ about eradicating dis-
common than the adventitious color of their crimination in society. All of us care earnestly 
skin. No doubt there are minorities that dis- about ensuring equal opporrunity for everyone, 
agree with the prevailing orthodoxy about racial and have a role to play in the debate. I have a 
entitlements but who have remained silent on right to object to racial injustice as much as you 
the issue. The fear that any of them would, for do, Mr. Ross. We may differ over how to define 
their apostasy, besubjectto the type of personal it, but that should be a dispute over the merits 
vilification that I have endured would be a he fly of our views and not over our qualifications to 
deterrent indeed to the expression of a dissent- advance them. 
ing viewpoint. The view that non-minorities are excluded 
Even assuming that Mr. Ross'sarrogation from this debate is even more unpersuasive 
of the role as the official spokesperson for the since it is the non-minority population that is 
minority community is valid, I am at a loss to being asked to bear 
understand why the rest of us are disabled from the costs. Notice that 
wanted to. Furthermore, many employers ac-
tively court minority graduates, particularly 
those of a school of this prestige. I am uncon-
vinced that my minority classmates at this 
school deserve the patronizing solicitude im-
plicit in the LAw Review policy. Upon gradu-
ation, I think the school will have done quite 
enough to prepare all of us for the challenges 
that lie ahead. 
Moreover, thel.Aw Review itself employs 
a blind admissions procec;" J liSt what then ex-
actly do we think we are accomplishing? 
Mr. Ross makes only brief reference to this 
question. Since minorities are "on average ... 
disadvantaged vis-a-vis whites starting from 
the first day of kindergarten" then it must be 
obvious that they deserve a handicap in the race 
for the Law Review finish une. I fmd ~he gener-
alizations implicit in this assenion ludicrous. 
Wedarenotmakesweepingassumptionsabout 
entire races of people in such a cavalier fashion. 
No doubt there are white students at this school 
who have had very disadvantaged backgrounds 
and who deserve assistance every bit as much. 
And there are probably 
"Black Americans, 
the discussion of the issue simply because we Mr. Ross has no hesi-
are not black. One of the remarks attributed to tation in closing his 
me after the debate (curiously omitted from article with a conger-
Ross's column) was to the effect that all of us ies of demands for 
suffer when individual members of humanity racial entitlements. 
are objectified. Although "stigma" (to use Mr. On whom does he 
Ross's word) is an inherently subjective expe- think the burden of 
rience (for example, '1 feel discomfon based such initiative falls? 
on how you are treating me"), objectification is Whether such pro-
a much broader concept. It can occur even grams are salutary is 
when the locus of the stigmatization is unaware its own debate, but 
of the offending behavior. It can occur when· even the most ardent 
the victim is aware but does not care. Or it can advocates of affrrma-
occur when the victim fails to appreciate the tive action are not 
full import of the offending behavior. AJ1 of us really s..> disingenu-
" We have adopted a Mexican Americans, Native Americans" and 
"Pueno Ricans raised 
on the American main-
land" (to quote our 
current policy; query 
why it's limited to only 
these groups) that do 
not have a valid claim 
of prior hardship. How 
can we say that because 
"onaverag~" minorities 
are disadvantaged that 
each of them individu-
cheap expedient - the 
use of a racial quota -
to assuage our guilt 
over the past and 
ensure that some 
minorities end up on 
Law Review each year. " 
suffer in an unquantifiable way when other ous as to pretend that non-minorities have no 
human beings are de-personalized or catego- stake in the outcome. Aside from my earlier-
rized. stated, sincere interest in eliminating discrimi-
It misses the point to say that the minority nation, I and all other non-minorities deserve 
students of this school are not clamoring at our participation rights in such discussions since it 
door on S-3 to change the policy. Whether they is to us that the cost of such programs redound. 
areornot,thecurrentaffirmativeactionpolicy It is pure sophistry to pretend that this issue 
besmirches the achievements of those minori- impacts only minorities. The Law Review, with 
ties that make Review, and adds insult to injury afmitenumberof AssociateEditorpositions,is 
to those who do not {despite the presence of a not a zero-sum game. 
"boost" or "augmentation" or whatever the Although Mr. Ross writes from theimpas-
prevailing euphemism is). As a member of sioned perspective of a minority potentially 
humanity, it saddens me deeply to overhear affected by affrrmative action, his emotion 
(which I have on numerous occasions) specu- unfortunately seduces him into a wandering 
lation that certain of my colleagues on Review polemic, far afield from any of the narrow set of 
do not deserve to be there and only made it issuesimplicatedinthecontextofadmissionto 
because we have a quota. And as a member of the Michigan Law Review. Favoring the reader 
the Review, with an abiding interest in its stat- with a graphic account of centuries-past en-
ure, it upsets me that our collective reputation slavement of minorities, Mr. Ross assumes that 
is impugned in such a way. Yet the current hiswork isdone, hisargumentcomplete:"(A]n 
affirmative action program provides powerful analysis of history yields the answer to your 
ammunition for such spoken and unspoken question." 
suspicions that we all know exist. Hardly. As I have tried to emphasize be-
It is fundamentally unfair to the minorities fore, the debate over affirmative action at the 
that earn a spot on Law Review through exem- Law Review implicates an entirely different set 
plary academic achievement to have their ac- of concerns than in any other setting. The law 
complishment tarnished in this way. We do not school has an aggressive affirmative action 
keep records (for obvious and justifiable rea- program in its admissions, and a minority af-
sons) and this means that there is no way of fairs program designed to assist minorities 
knowing who made it on merit and who made academically. Every class is graded by a blind 
it in orderto round out the 13% quota currently exam ticket so that there is absolutely no way 
in place. In addition, unlike the lraditional any professor could discriminaLC even if she 
affrrmative action context where minorities 
ally deserves a boost 
over other candidates in admission? If theRe-
view seriously took hardship into account, I 
might entertain this argument less begrudg-
ingly. But we do noL Admission is entrcly 
blind. We do not evaluate any candidate's 
socio-economic status, nor consider any of the 
myriad misfortunes that no doubt befall indi-
viduals by the time they reach law school, 
despite :he palpable impact such events have 
on their development. 
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invade his neighbors if the world's biggest 
glutton removes itself from the market. Presi-
dent Carter initiated an energy program that 
laid dormant for nearly ten years under the two 
following adminislrations. l seem to recall one 
of George Bush's campaign pledges to be that 
he was the Environmental Candidate (also the 
Education Candidate, but that's another story). 
If we are serious about both the environment 
and about the nation's energy supply, the pre-
vious eight months ought to indicate that fossil 
fuels arc dangerous nec~sities. The very least 
President Bush should do is to reallocate some 
of the money that would otherwise go to the 
shrinking Pentagon; the funds from our !a-
revenue enhancement-also will be available. 
Of course there are other needs, including the 
deficit. But if we can nip the energy depend-
ence, we would need less military spending and 
Furthermore, it must be remembered that 
this program helps not the most disadvantaged 
but the least disadvantaged students. After all is 
said and done, the applicants with the highest 
grades are selected out of the minority stack.. 
Yet those people already have, in relative termS, 
the best shot at success, since they have per-
formed well academically. Why not. if we are 
serious about remedying past discrimination, 
conduct a more searching inquiry into 
applicant's background? The shon ao~er is, I 
believe, that we really aren't thai concerned 
about remedying identiftable discrimination. 
We have adopted a cheap expedient-the use 
of a racial quota-to assuage our guilt over the 
past and ensure that some minorities end up on 
Review each year. It is an affrontto the minority 
community, a deception to ourselves, and a 
detraction from the ostensible purpose of our 
publication. 
Of course, the foregoing three weeks of 
debaLC in this paper over affmnative action 
have been largely academic. The Law Review's 
affirmative action policy remains in full force. 
The materials that ~ill be distributed to first-
years still instruct them that there are three 
ways one can be selected to the Review: one 
may write on, write and grade on, or be born on. 
In fact, the cover letter of the materials, despite 
the unmistakably clear explanation of the af-
frrmative action policy in the selection rules, 
proudly announces as its frrstorder of business: 
" I. We do have an affrrmative action policy .. 
. " (emphasis in original). This is obviously 
something some of us are more proud of than 
others. 
And so we will select yet another group of 
Associate Editors through this suspect proce-
dure. By the time this paper resumes publica-
tion in the fall we will have a new group of 35-
45 second-years, and we know for sure that at 
least 13% of them will meet a predetermined 
standard for admission. This is most unfonu-
nate. I sincerely hope that when we rum the 
editorial control of the Review over to this 
group next spring that we manage to select 18 
of them who are willing and able to repudiate 
this most pernicious of policies. 
•• The author is an articles editor of the 
Michgan Law Review. 
would impose fewer costs on our environment 
and peoplefrom pollution, all costs which must 
somehow be compensated by the economy. 
President Bush bad no difficulty throwing a lot 
of money at a problem thousands of miles 
away; perhaps some can be thrown at a problem 
down the street. 
Finally, and most importantly, the 
President should commit himself to action, not 
j~t rhetoric, on the issue of civil rights and 
racial divisiveness. President Bush has shown 
less than full willingness to see the dream of 
equality carried out. He would like to see 
equali ty, that I do believe; I do not think that 
George Bush is racist. But I do think that he's 
afraid to do anything that might offend the 
conservative wing of the Republican Party, 
such as support civil rights legislation and 
See LEWIS, on. page 7 
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your great-great-grandfather could be Mr. nia v. Bakke, 438 U.S. 265 (1978), the court 
Lewis, the master from whom my great-great- noted: 
grandmother received her name. fnhere is a measure of inequity in forcing 
Theauthorsnotethatwhitesfought forour innocent persons in Bakke's position to bear 
"freedom" and the descendants of these same the burdens of redressing grievances not of 
whites are denied benefits because of race- their own making. 
based remedies reflecting a "pro-minority ide-
ology." I ask. the authors, "How do you define 
freedom?" It may be true that whites fought in 
tbe Civil War for, among other things, the 
abolition of slavery. I do not believe, however, 
that the abolition of slavery and emancipation 
~synonymous with "freedom." History has 
sbown us that upon emancipation, the institu-
0011 of slavery was replaced with another fonn 
of bondage. Absent meaningful social, civil, 
economic, political and human rights, the end 
of physical bondage was merely window-
dressing with respect to freedom. A cursory 
survey of the history of sharecropping in the 
rural south as well a the squalid conditions that 
greeted those African-Americans who migrated 
to the north prove the fallacy of the "emancipa-
tion equals freedom" equation. 
With respect to the denial of opportunities 
10 lhe descendants of those who fought for our 
"freedom," this claim seeks to affix individual 
blame for an institutional and heretofore unre-
medied wrong. The authors statements com-
!Mwith the Supreme Court's analysis regard-
ing lhe constitutionality of race-based reme-
dies to redress race-based wrongs. For ex-
ample, in Regents of the University of Calif or-
 LEW J S ' coruinued from page6 
forcement His veto of the Civil Rights Act 
mmade for a stated reason (fear of quotas ... ), 
xu that is not the only one involved, just as in 
re Gulf war. When I look around at the state 
f rnce relations in the United States, I am 
5bamed. The past ten years have seen a 
!lreat: notjustinertia, but a steady withdrawal 
rom prior commitments. The issue threatens 
0 tear us apart, and the tenor of some of the 
cntrs to the R.G. in recent weeks is evidence. 
!ioority citizens are upset and have every right 
lbe. Oppo.1ents of civil rights laws can come 
Pwith catchy phrases like "The Constitution 
scolor-blind" and "level playing field," but 
!-ey are mere excuses. No member of the 
.1J>rity Caucasian population would honestly 
hun that he or she would rather be of a 
Jfferent race to enjoy so-called afflfiTlative 
~n priviliges- and then have to fear when 
!quad car appears in the rear-view mirror. 
 
If serious action is not made soon, 
anypeople will give up hope and faith in their 
government as one of the people and for the 
~le. Many, I am sure, already have. But I 
ttieve that the survival of this country hinges 
llre than anything on our ability to move 
bv.ard and leave racism behind us-and not 
 ~ge it up to win political campaigns. Presi-
~t Bush can atone for his tactics by fighting 
b-civil rights: supporting bills and enforcing. 
~laws as the Constitution requires (the Jus-
tt Department should not be a contradiction 
 
Ill tenns, I think); opposing efforts ~.-to "roll 
htk" civil rights laws; and perhaps most 
~tly. by appointing to the Federal bench, 
More recently, O'Connor stated in her 
opinion in Richmond v. J.A. Croson Co., 109 
S.Ct. 706 (1989): 
The dream of a Nation of equal citizens in 
a society where race is irrelevant to personal 
opportunity and achievement would be lost in 
a mosaic of shi.fting preferences based on in-
herently immeasurable claims of past wrongs. 
Justice Thurgood Marshall 's dissent in 
Bakke serves as an eloquently response to the 
illusion of a meritocracy where African-Ameri-
cans are judged according to standards that 
require us to forget the past and urge us to forget 
our race: 
[l]t is more than a little ironic that, after 
several years of class-based discrimination 
against Negroes, the coun is unwilling to hold 
that a class-based remedy for that discrimina-
tion is pennissible. 
The innocence of individuals is not at 
issue. The legal remedies constructed both by 
the courts and by the legislatures were designed 
to remedy the harms suffered by an entire class 
due to the working of an institution. Further-
more, except fqr those rare and brave individu-
als who articulated not on! y their opposition to 
including to the Supreme Coun (which he will 
almost surely have a chance to do), jurists who 
respect the heritage of civil rights enforcement 
and are committed to the opposition to racial 
hatred. To do less will likely bring about, in a 
few short decades, de facto 'separate but equal' 
conditions, for the country is already becoming 
racially polarized, politically and geographi-
cally. It should not be worsened by the appoint-
ment of Federal judges who think that civil 
rights plaintiffs might be encouraged to com-
mit crimes so as to afford themselves an oppor-
tunity for police brutality and a§ 1983 claim. 
1 hope President Bush chooses to lead, 
instead of coast To fail to move the country 
forward solely in order to reap the political 
advantage from a bloody conflict strikes me as 
dishonorable. As the President, George Bush 
has the highest responsibility to put the nation 
flrst and himself second. That may seem like a 
lot to ask, I realize, but the potential is there. 
And no doubt many of my comments are sim-
plistic and general; unfortunately, my handy-
dandy "political spectrum" was not taped se-
curely to my mirror, so I have no enlightened 
guidance. Instead, I am trying to speak in terms 
appropriate to the man involved, a notorious 
symbol-seeker. George Bush has made a ca-
reer out of a few high-profile acts and themes, 
but he simply must not rest on the past months. 
It would be a remarkable act of leadership if he 
would work to make this country one that can 
fully reflect its promise. It would be a disgrace 
if, instead, he chooses to cover up its problems 
in the fl ag. 
institutional oppression but also a fundamental 
belief in the wrongs of white supremacy, the 
remainder of the innocent descendants stand 
responsible for the benefits they derived from 
a system in which African-Americans have 
been denied the full and equal protection of the 
laws as well as the privileges and immunities of 
citizenship. 
O'Connor's drean1 is our waking night-
mare. As she reaches for an aspirational 
high ground from which to survey the equality 
of citizens, I direct her attention to the reali ty of 
the low ground cluttered with violated rights, 
broken heads, deferred drean1s, and dead bod-
ies. Rodney King is only the most recent and 
most visible individual denied full and equal 
protection of the laws. He was neither privi-
leged nor immune, as the police, who were 
charged with his protection, viewed him as just 
another nigger who deserved to be beaten or 
perhaps deserved to die forno other reason than 
they could do it without fear of reprisal or 
reprimand. 
What happened to Rodney King and count-
less others too numerous to mention who es-
caped the camera's eye, is merely a symptom of 
thesystemicproblems faced by African-Ameri-
cans. It is not difficult to understand when 
communities that are repeatedly victimized by 
state-approved violence think about talcing up 
arms in self-defense. We live in combat zones 
where the race of the local mayor is inconse-
quential and irrelevant. Cities such as "Detroit, 
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whatever reason, to attract or hire more women 
and people of color, I am suspicious. Our 
faculty has only marginally more diversity than 
my old fraternity. 
I try not to be overly cynical about the 
reasonsforthis, and I will even tentatively agree 
thatmanymembersofthefacultyilllwantmore 
diversity. However, for many it seems to be in 
much the same way that the guys in my house 
wanted more diversity. Which is to say they 
thought they wanted it, they were told they 
wanted it, and pressured tosaythatthey wanted 
it, but when it came down to it, diversity made 
them uncomfortable. 
They were afraid that it might cause the 
house to be less popular and prestigious. They 
were afraid that their own viewpoints might be 
challenged. They were afraid, perhaps, of 
losing control over this small pan of their lives. 
In defense of my fraternity, I m!lst say that 
we h~d no pretensions about being a scholarly 
institution. In fact our house G.P.A. was third 
lowest on campus. We were a social club. The 
purpose of our institution was not to teach or 
produce important intellectual achievements. 
So even though we all failed to grow up and 
develop as much as we could have in a more 
diverse setting, basically, except for those un-
fortunate (or perhaps lucky) guys who were not 
asked to join, weonlycaused harm to ourselves. 
Thefacultyatthislawschoolmaynotavail 
itself of any of these defenses. The lack of 
diversity on the faculty is harmful not only to its 
own scholastic integrity, but to the educations 
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New York City, Los Angeles, Philadelphia and 
Washington, D.C." remain part of a violent 
country that declared open season on African-
Americans in 1619 when we were brought to 
these shores, stolen from the Native Ameri-
cans, in chains and against our will. 
You warn us that "threats of 
violence ... undermine the other claims Black 
Americans put forth." Your threat, however, 
that you will cease to consider our demands 
legitimate if anyone in our communities advo-
cates activity beyond praying, pleading and 
peacefully protesting, leads us to conclude that 
you view us in a very simplistic manner. Ours 
is not a monolithic community engaged either 
in group think or in group speak. We are as 
varied as our hues which range from Zora 
Neale Huston's characterization: 
Walter White, white through high yaller, 
yaller, Punkin color, high brown, vaseline 
brown, seal brown, black, smooth black, dusty 
black. rusty black, coal black, I am black and 
damn black. 
Our frustrations, as articulated by indi-
viduals such as Michael McGhee and others, 
continue to fall on your deaf ears. If you insist 
upon ignoring us and characterizing our de-
mands for justice as our expecting society to 
"give" us something to which we are not en-
titled, we can only offer you this prophecy from 
James Baldwin: "God gave Noall the rainbow 
sign, no more water, the fue next time!" 
of all Michigan law students. The faculty is not 
a social club, although it's homogeneity seems 
to suggest this. 
The Dean of our college, a sort of Dean 
Wormer figure (from Animal House), was 
always after our house- putting us on double 
secret probation and the like. For my flfsttwo 
years in the house I thought that was terribly 
unfair. Later though, I began to see what was 
happening in our little enclave- stasis, apathy, 
and general immaturity. The Dean wanted, 
among otherthings, for .us to admit women, and 
to generally become more diverse. He really 
wanted to abolish fraternities altOgether. 
Its probably not likely that our faculty will 
be abolished, or even that they will be put on 
double-secret probation. But the heat is on. It's 
up to the students, who suffer the most from the 
lack of diversity around here, to make some 
noise-to put on the pressure. If the faculty really 
does not want diversity, and only responds to 
pressure, then we must apply more pressure. 
On the other hand, if they really are committed 
to diversity, and have simply been dismally 
ineffective, then they obviously need help. 
What is clear is that if we leave it up to 
them, thingswillnotchange. At Harvard, some 
students tried to sue their faculty. At Michigan, 
and other law schools, students must do~ 
lhi..ng. Some advances have been made, as 
evidenced in the invitation for next year tO our 
flfSt Hispanic professor, but we have a long, 
long way to go. Since there's no Dean Wonner 
around here, it's up to us. 
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Monday, April 15 
PAY YOUR TAXES, DAMMIT! 
COOLEY LECTURES - Jon Elster, professor at the University of Chicago, will discuss 
"The Constitution-Making Process" at 4 p.m. in Room 250 Hutchins Hall. The series continues 
Tuesday and Wednesday. 
Dr. Reda El-Gabry, Professor at the University of Alexandria (Egypt) and Research Scholar 
at the University of Michigan Law School, will speak on "Women's Rights and Equality under 
Islamic Law" at 6 p.m. in room 132 Hutchins Hall. All interested students and faculty are invited 
to attend. Sponsored by the International Law Society. 
Tuesday, April16 
The Cooley Lectures, presented by Jon Elster, continues at 4 p.m. in Room 250 Hutchins 
Hall. 
Wednesday, April17 
The Womens' Law Student Association will be holding balloting for the Susan B. Anthony 
Award from 10 am. to 3 p.m. outside Honigman Auditorium. This award is givento the faculty 
member or administrator who has done the most to further the goals and condition of women at 
the Law School. Exec. Board elections will be held at the same time. 
The Cooley Lectures, presented by Jon Elster, concludes at 4 p.m. in Room 250 Hutchins 
Hall. 
Thursday, April18 
The Christian Law Students meet at 5:30p.m. in the Cook Memorial Lounge, Section N of 
the Lawyers Club. 
The American Civil Liberties Union's (ACLU) last meeting of the school year will be at 6 
p.m. in room 116. 
Friday, April26 
Last Day of Classes! 
EARLY REGISTRATION CALENDAR & INFORMATION, SUMMER & FALL 1991 
April25, 1:30 p.m. ·Early Registration/Course Selection Results. You will receive a copy 
ofyourcourseschedule fortheFall1991 term. Student pendaflexes, basement of Hutchins Hall. 
April 26-30- Addition of Courses. For students who were "red-lined" from an oversub-
scribed course and did not get his/her alternative choice or whose alternative choice has created 
a scheduling conflict Room 300 HH. 
August 12, 8:30a.m.· Registration for the Commercial Transactions course for the Summer 
1991 term- Records Office- Room 300 HH. 
Notices 
PASSJF AIL DEADLINE-Generally, the deadline to seek permission to pass/fail a course 
is the last day of class, unless your professor has extended the deadline. However, students who 
feel unable to make a decision concerning pass/fail by the last day of class may be required to 
speak with Dean Eklund or Dean Gordan during office hours to get their permi55ion and signature 
authorizing late approval of the pass/fail request. 
SCHEDULING CHANGES IN EXAMINATION TIMES: According to the Academic 
Regulations, in the Student Handbook, students are eligible to take a final exam other than at the 
scheduled time. One of the following requirements for an exam t.imc change will need to be met: 
1. An illness or death in the family. 
2. 2 exams scheduled at the same time. 
3. 3 exams in consecutive exam periods. 
4. I 0 credit hours of exams in any 48-hour period (students should be advised that the Law 
School interprets the "48-hour period" as meaning two conseutive calendar days, e.g., 48 hours 
will run (rom 8 a.m. Monday to 5 p.m. Tuesday; not from I p.m. Monday to noon on WednesdaY, 
for example). 
Examination schedules can be found in the racks on the third floor of Hutchins Hall 
Assignment of location and late changes in the length of an exam will be posted on the main 
bulletin board on the first floor of Hutchins Hail. 
Students seeking exam changes for any of the above reasons should see Sherry KozJouskl. 
301 Hutchins Hall, beginning April 22 (Next Monday) or before classes end. Students w~o 
believe they merit an exam change for reasons of illness, emergency :Jr the like should speak wrtb 
Dean Eklund or Dean Gordan during their office hours before examinations begin. 
The 1991 Year books will be available this week! Watch for signs and keep an eye on the tabk 
outside Honigman Auditorium. Extra Copies will be available for S32. Also, anyone interesle'l 
in working on next year's book PLEASE call or pendaflex Jill Bernson, 764-7050 before the end 
of classes. 
PARKING - University Parking Services has SOO parking spaces available for srudent 
parking for the 1991-1992 fiscal year (Sept 1- Aug 31 ). The cost is S244 each and the spaces art 
located in lots: 
SC-9 Coliseum (Hill & Division) 200 
NC-25 (Nonh Campus Commons) 250 
NC-26 (Nonh Campus-Haywood St.) 50 
Assignment 0f these spaces will be conducted through a lottery. All students registered for 
Fail, 1991 term have an equalopponunitytoobtainaspaceandare invitedtoparticipate. Students 
who wish to be considered for a penn it to park in one of our three student parking areas should 
fiJI out an application and return it beginning April 1, 1991. Deadline for applications is 
September 1, l 991. For more information, pick-up an application from the receptionist on tbe 
third floor of Hutchins Hall. 
LOST ANYTHING IN THE LIBRARY THIS TERM? Check the Lost and Found in the 
l.ihrarv's Administrative Offices, Room S-180. We have books, papers, notebooks, ID, keys, 
glasses, clothing and more. Hours: 8:00 to noon and 1:00 to 5:00, Monday through Friday. We 
also have many copy cards. If your name is on the card you can come and see if your card has 
been turned in. 
The Law School Student Senate Speakers Committee needs a new Chairperson for the 1991-
1992 academic year. The Committee is responsible for administering a $4000-5000 annual 
budget from LSSS plus a sizable grant from a Detroit-area law fmn. The LSSS money is 
distributed to various law school student groups upon the recommendation of the Speakers
Committee. The grant money funds the Clark, Klein & Beaumont Lectureship Series, which is
presented by the Committee itself. Previous Lectureship Series speakers have included Sen.
Joseph Biden, Professor Derrick Bell, and David Gergen. Chairing the Speakers Committee
involves real responsibility for substantial resources and the opportunity to personally meet many
of the prominent speakers brought to campus. Interested lLs and 2Ls, please leave a brief note
discussing your interest in this position in Jim Ratner's pendaflex or in the Speakers Committee
mailbox outside the LSSS office. Remember to include your telephone number. 
Contests- Please see Lisa Buyckes (31 0 Hutchins Hall) for details on the following contests:
The IADC is sponsoring the 1991 International Association of Defense Counsel Legal
Writing Contest. Subjects include: admiralty, alternate dispute resolution, civil procedure ,
conflicts of laws, contracts, evidence, federal courts, law and medicine, remedies (damages and
restitution) and trial and appellate advocacy. Cash prizes of $2000, SlOOO, and $500. Articles
must be submitted by Aprill5, 1991. 
The American Association of Nurse Attorneys Foundation (T AANAF) announced the first
annual Cynthia E. Northrup Memorial Essay Competition in nursing law. The winner will receive
a $500 award. The deadline is April15, 1991. 
The National Association of Attorneys General announces the third annual Clearing House
Project Student \Vtiting Competition for the annual law review, EmergiJtg Issues in State 
Constitutional Law. Deadline is Aprill9, 1991. 
The Third Annual Space Law Conference is sponsoring a writing competition in conjuction 
with its Conference next September. The winner will receive a $1500 award. The deadline is
August30, 1991. 
NEED A SUMMER JOB? The Michigan Law Review seeks to hire four student clerks to 
work over the summer. Duties will include citechecking, proofreading, and administrative tasks. 
Positions are available until August 16 and are for 40 per week. The pay will be $6 per hour. 
Applicants will be asked tocompletea3 hourcitechecking test. Ifhired, they will be compensated 
for this time. Interested students should contact David Wille at 764-9044. 
The STUDENT ADVOCACY CENTER, a non-profit organization in Ann Arbor that helps 
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llic school students (grades K-12) and their families resolve problems with their school, is 
()?king fortwo work-study students to work 8-10 hours per week beginning in the fall of 1991. 
Ibis is a great way to learn more about educational law issues. Volunteers arc also needed. For 
~ore infonnation, call the Student Advocacy Center at995-0477, or contact Diane Lamon or 
Steve Pick by pendaflex. 
The Fifth Annual Patent Law Interview Program will be held Saturday, August 17 and 
SundaY August18, 1991 in Chicago. Loyola University of Chicago School of Law is hosting the 
Ji0grll!11· All students with a background in engineering or technical science are invited to 
~ipate. For more infonnation, see the Placement Office by April 17, 1991. 
ALL STUDENTS - If you have borrowed resources (i.e. books. directories, publications, 
!C .. ) from the Placement Office, please return them as soon as possible. Thank you. 
FINANCIAL AID NOTES 
!991-1992 FINANCIAL AID APPLICATIONS Lhrough Law Access and Law Loans are 
ooNavailable and can be picked up during business hours. 
Scholarships 
Annenian-Arnerican Bar Association will beawardinga$500 scholarship for the 1991-1992 
cademic year. Applicants must be Armenian-American and must demonstrate financial need, 
lthough academic achievement will be considered. If you want to be considered, contact the 
11131lcial Aid Office or write to 111 S. Woodward Ave., Suite 111 , Royal Oak, Ml 48067. 
Orville Redenbacher's Second Start Scholarship Program will be awarding twelve $1000 
cholarships to students who are 30 years of age or older at the time of application and who are 
nrolled at least part-time. Financial need will be considered, but the scholarships will not be 
warded solely on a need basis. Applications are available in the Financial Aid Office and must 
'eiX>Stmarkcd by May 1, 1991. 
Glenn D. Peters Scholarship Fund: Applications arc available in the Finanacial Aid Office 
onhis scholarship available to permanent residents of the northern district of Indiana (we have 
 list of qualifying counties). Selection will be primarily based on scholastic ability with some 
consideration given to financial need. Completed applications must be returned to Indiana by 
~layl5, 1991. 
Advocates Bar Association Scholarship: Applications for this $250 scholarship (for the 
~ming academic year) arc available in the Financial Aid Office. Students of Polish-American 
eritage are eligible to apply. Applications must be received by May 31, 1991. 
1991-92 Senate Committees 
Committee assignments will be posted on the senate board by Thursday. If you are interested 
mchairing a comm iltee that docs not yet have a chair, or if you have any general questions, contact 
KirraJarratt. (764-8917). 
WANFID: 
CLERK FOR LSSS 
• $6 hour lor r 0 hrs/wlc. 
• Basic duties: talce minutes 
& assist treasurer. 
• start next September 
for more information: 
flex Steve Coger. 
.... 
BAR DEADL1NES 
Students who wish to sit for a bar exam in July must be aware that there are several different deadlines such 
as I) the application deadline; 2) deadline for submission of character and fitness letter; 3) deadline by which 
the Records Office must certify that the student has graduated, etc. 
It is the student's responsibility to determine the deadlines with which he/she must comply. Below are the 
dead-lines by which the Records Office needs to certify graduation for the students sitting for that state bar. 
You must make arrangements for cour~e" in which you will not be taking a final exam (i.e. seminars, ind. 
research, incompleted work, etc) to tum the work in to your professor in time for a final grade to be submitted 
by the deadlines listed below. Please be aware that the grade submitted must be final and no work can be 
turned in later to help raise your grade. 
We have listed the phone numbers forthe state bars. These phone numbers are also available in the Records 
Office and the Placement Office. 
Alabama- 6{1.4/91 New Hampshire- 6{24/91 
(205) 269-1515 (603) 271-2646 
Alaska- 6{1.4/91 New Jersey- 6!24/91 
(907) 272-7469 (609) 984-7783 
Arizona- 6{1.4/91 New Mexico- 6{1.4/91 
(602) 252-4804 (505) 827-4860 
Arkansas- 6{24/91 New York- 6{24/91 
(501) 664-8737 (518) 452-8700 
California- 6/14/91 
(213) 580-5500 
Colorado- 6{1.0/91 North Carolina- 6{20/91 
(303) 893-8096 (919) 828-4886 
Connecticut- 6!24/91 orth Dakota- 6{1.4/91 
(203) 566-4554 (701) 224-4201 
D.C.- 6/05/91 
(202) 879-2710 
Delaware- 6{1.0/91 Ohio- 6/14/91 
(302) 888-6989 (614) 466-1528 
Florida- 6{1.4/91 Oklahoma- 6/14/91 
(904) 487-1292 (405) 524-2365 
Georgia- 6{1.4/91 Oregon- 6{24/91 
(404) 656-3490 (503) 620-0222 
Hawaii- 6{1.4/91 Pennsylvania- 6!24/91 
(808) 548-7430 (215) 627-3246 
Idaho- 6{24/91 Rhode Island- 6!24/91 
(208) 342-8958 (401) 277-3272 
Illinois- 6/14/91 South Carolina- 6{24/91 
(217) 522-5917 (803) 734-1080 
Indiana- 6{1.4/91 South Dakota- 6{24/91 
(317) 232-2552 (605) 773-4898 
Iowa- 6{24/91 Tennessee- 6{20/91 
(515) 281-5911 (615) 741-3234 
Kansas- 6(24/91 Texas- 6{24/91 
(913) 296-3229 (512) 463-1621 
Kentucky- 6/05/91 Utah- 6{20/91 
(606) 253-2733 (801) 531-9077 
Louisianna- 5{22/91 Vennont- 6/05/91 
(504) 566-1600 (802) 828-3281 
Maine- 6{1.0/91 Virginia- 6{24/91 
(207) 623-2464 (804) 786-7490 
Maryland- 6/07/91 Washington- 6{24/91 
(301) 974-2140 (206) 448-0563 
Massachusetts- 5/31/91 West Virginia- 6!24/91 
(617) 482-4466 (304) 348-7815 
Mictigan- 6/24/91 Wisconsin- 6!24/91 
(517) 334-6992 (608) 266-9760 
Minnesota- 6{20/91 Wyoming- 5{22/91 
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Do You Like Piiia Col das? 
That Wistful Ans Colum 
By Spencer Gusick 
Two weeks ago I caught Anne Be Davis at 
th~ Heidelberg. The band, composed ofU ofM 
undergrads, has been around for a few years. 
Most of them are seniors. Their music is hard 
driving, over-energized, we-used-to-play-
Metal-in-high-school-and-now-we-play-mod-
em-rock stuff. These guys are pretty good 
players, and, having had the luxury of four 
yearsofcollegetopracticetogether(and,clearly, 
a lot of money to buy great equipment) they 
have an extremely polished sound. Now, this is 
ugly, but I have to admit that when I saw these 
21-to 22-yearolds,I was pissed off. Oh, to be 
a senior again. These guys were having a great 
time. They wore the carefree mask of invin-
cible youth, the one that says, "My entire life 
has been spent in school and it's been pretty 
good tome." Iwasjealous. Theseguysweren't 
trying desperately to get jobs in firms who just 
laid off half of their second-year associates, 
they were having fun and making music. Having 
fun and making music. It seems so alien, so 
distant - a hazy memory of days gone by. 
That's why it was so encouraging to see that 
three bands with law students would be playing 
at the PHID party Saturday nighL Perhaps 
there were people who could transcend the day-
to-day angst of law school and make happy, 
carefree music for a few hours. Or, failing that, 
perhaps people who were so scarred by the 
whole ordeal would make really warped, evil 
music. That would be even better. 
The first performers of the night were 
wank Rodeo Clowns. The band consists of 
Chris Cessac (lL) on guitar and vocals, and Jim 
Dudukovich (I L) on drums. Their sparse sound 
and Cessac's non-melodic vocals takes some 
getting used to. They sound somewhat like a 
less poppy version of They Might Be Giants, or 
a less intoxicated version of The Minutemen. 
After what must be called an initial moment of 
repulsion, there was a gradual realization that 
·;:c were all, in fact, in the presence of great-
ness. The original songs were darkly humor-
ous, combining lampoenery, pathological non-
sequitor use, and patently excessive punster-
ism. Some songs were merely satirica.l, such as 
"Donna Has Big Hair," while "There's Plenty 
of Good Eatin' In the Garden of Eden" was 
more like stand-up CO!Jledy. Of special note 
were two encore selections. "Vanna White and 
the Seven Dwarfs," and a song about Wa.lter, a 
man who is "more than a d<!ntist" (enough said 
about Walter here). Dudukovich's drumming 
is competent and driving (his influences in-
clude AC/DC, T~e Cult, and "Vanilli. Just 
Vanilli."). Cessac has crafted an interesting 
presentation. The contrast between the psy-
chotic, bitingly funny lyrics, and his deadpan 
whine delivery is most compelling. They are a 
damnably entertaining duo. Their agony is 
gorgeous. 
The Boys From Ipanema continued the 
frivolity with their special brand of musical 
interpretation. Although joined by guest musi-
cians later in the night, the basic line up is Peter 
Wilborn (21) on drums, DaveEberhart(2L) on 
guitar, and Andrew Manitslcy (2L) on boards 
and vocals. They opened with a striking rendi-
tion of Rupert Holmes' timeless "Escapc(The 
KAM J SAR ' contin~d from pagel 
is often the one being examined by the court come" when someone was sentenced to death 
because of the manner in which it was obtained. by a 5-4 harm less error decision of the Supreme 
The old ru.le calling for automatic reversa.l Court. 
of conviction and retrial if the court found that The Supreme Court has :~pplied the harm-
the confession was coerced functioned as a less error test to other types of improperly 
warning to prosecutors not to "gamble" with obtained confessions, including confessions 
coerced confessions, said Kamisar. Now, he takeninviolationofasuspect'sMirandarights. 
said, they will be bolder about using such One factor behind the Court's holding in Fu/-
confessions. minante, according to Karnisar, was the failure 
"In the old days," Kamisar said, "The by the advocates of the automatic reversal 
prosecutor wou.ld say, 'I've got a pretty good standard to take this into accounL 
case. I can probably win without a confession, "The defenders of the rule of automatic 
but I'm not sure. But I'm not going to jeopard- reversa.l never explained it very well," said 
ize the whole case by putting in that confession, Kamisar. ''They explained it largely in terms of 
because then, if on appeal that confession is 'No [error related to a] confession can be harm-
found to be coerced ,I've blown the whole case. less error.' Well, once you apply the harm less 
Automatic reversa.l. "' error ru.le to confessions obtained in vioiation 
"Now he says, 'Look, the tria.! takes two or of Miranda, there goes that argument" 
three months; there's pretty strong evidence of Instead, Kamisar said, the real reason for 
guilt; the cases are backed up in the court the automatic reversa.l rule "was not that no 
system. If I get a conviction, even if the appel- confession can be harmless, but that (a) we 
!at~ court says the conviction should not have don't want the prosecutor to gamble, and (b) we 
been admitted, they're not going to want me to want to condemn what we consider to be unac-
do it all over again. They're going to say ceptable, intolerable police misconduct." 
"Harmless error," and so I might be able to get The relative mildness of the coercion in 
away with it.'" Fulminante mayalsohavefacilitatedtheCourt's 
Kamisar added that he did not believe the decision, Karnisar said. 
new rule would significantly influence police "If you had a real old-fashioned, outra-
to use violence to obtain suspects' confessions. gcous coerced confession, I still don't think the 
To Kamisar, the worst possible applica- Court would have changed the rule," he stated. 
tionoftheharmlesserrortestwouldbeacapita.l He said that the cases which had inspired the 
case, He expressed alarm that "the tlay could use o.f the automatic reversal standard had 
Piila Colada Song)." Manitsky get the cheesy 
sounds going on his synth, Eberhart had the 
jazzy guitar licks, and the band cooked. More 
thanoneconfusedparty-goermistookthePHID 
living room for the Feinman Bat Mitzvah at the 
nearby Ann Arbor Inn, particularly when 
Manitsky sang the word "Ex-cape" in top 
lounge-singer form. The humor, entertain-
ment, and dammit, musical va.lues of this band 
were in top form. Yet as the set went on, 
,through "If I Could Write a Book," and "The 
Lady Is A Tramp" (dedicated to Frank and 
Nancy R.), there was a universal concern among 
the crowd. Just how tounge-in-cheeck was this 
performance? The boys in the band seemed to 
be enjoying themselves, and yet- there was 
no denying it rcal.ly - Manitsky was alarm-
ingly comfortable and yes, adept, at being a 
schmaltz-monger. Many concerns were voiced. 
One guest went as far as to query, "How does 
he [Manitsky] get the other guys to play this 
music?" But, the truth is, our Andrew Manitslcy, 
dcctor/auctionecr/part-time student/my imme-
diatesuperiorattheRG, likes the stuff. He digs 
Sinatra and Rogers and Hart. With only a touch 
of Harry \onnick-like irony, The Boys from 
lpanema were as much paying a tribute to the 
past as they were parodying it. Once this 
became apparent, and audience members were 
able to confront their own insecurities about 
their sexuality, everyone had a grand time, 
dancing and sweating and spilling drinks. Later 
in the evening, the Boys really rocked out, 
switching to funk, and producing energized 
covers of The Commodores' "Brick House" 
and Ms. Ciccone's "Holiday," both of which 
featured monsterdrurnmingfrom Wilborn, wh
was wearing a very natty vest, I might add. A
and a.ll, a professional and amusing evenin
from the Boys (although maybe playing th
Piila Colada song three times was somewha
excessive). 
The thud band of the evening, was Fee
bag, a band that is not below bring half of Ea
Quad to their gigs !!>ensure support. The ban
is lead by guitarist/vocalist Eric Chiall (3L
and includes Pat Thornbury and Dan Carro
(Homo Sapiens) and bass and drums, respe 
tively. Feedbag played some originals, l 
mostly stuck to covers of bands that playt.
jangly Rickenbacker-esque guitar songs (wh
no Bangles?). Chiall, clearly related to Wille
Dafoe, led the band through a set highlight
by Bob Mould's "See a Little Light," T
Stones' ''The Last Time," a bunch of coUeg
radio faves, someska-influenced originals, an
a smattering, yea, a plethora, yea, a virtu
cornucopia o' R.E.M. tunes. Other spec·
selections were an extended version of"Mirr
In The Bathroom"f'Twist and Crawl," and
ska version of "Superfreak . " An entertaini 
college-party dance band, Feedbag did n
always innovate beyond the recorded versi
of the songs, but they certainly kept ma
people dancmg, and isn' t that what it's 
about? _
Well, that'sabout the last fun I'm goin&
have before finals. See you all this Septeml 
in Room 200. I sure hope none of the kids fn 
Anne Be Davis get into law school here. 
WARREN' contin~d from pagel ;
Assembly- and students were treated to the Compiled Code, and two constitutional amend
sameradica.l politics, inefficiency, unaccounta- ments had their "first reads" (Assembly mem 
bility and self-aggrandizement that they had bers must be able to read over the changes to th
experienced for years. Code or Constitution at least a week befor
The new Assembly, however, is a radical debate and voting occurs - "first reads," the
departure from the past. means that the MSA representatives have ha
Reforms included three a.lterations of the this opportunity; "Second Reads," which wil
occur tor.1orrow, is when the Assembly debat
involved such acts by police as stripping a 
suspect naked or threatening to release the 
suspect to an angry mob outside. 
Karnisar declined to speculate on future 
decisions by the Court about similar questions 
of criminal justice. He did say, however, that he 
believed that Justice Byron White might be "a 
very important Justice in the years ahead." 
Justice White wrote the dissenting opinion 
in Fulminante. In it he criticized the Court's 
rejection of the automatic reversal standard. 
"I do find it significant that White dis-
sented on that issue," Kamisar said. "He be-
lieves in stare decisis, more so than anybody 
else .. .. and as the angry, bitter dissenter in 
Miranda ... and a lot~;>f other cases, he has a 
credibility that others •don't 'I wns there; I 
dissented; I know all about it."' 
"lt seems to me that a guy who says that--
'Ifit's worked out all right, why change it?'-
has a lot of credibility .... I think if anybody 
tries to overrule Miranda ... White's going to 
be there and say, 'We've worked it out. It's 
under control. Why screw around?"' 
and votes on the changes.). These alteration
include automatic student group recognition
Currently student groups cannot be recog
nized if they are seen as discriminatory. His
torically, this rule has been used toderecogniz
the Christian Cornerstone Fellowship (beca119
of its opposition to homosexuals) and TAGA
(a conservative pro-Zionist group, whose dia
shanty wasjudgedracist becauseitsdiagshant)
bore the message "Stop Arab Terrorism;" de
spite the voluntary remova.l of the offendin!
message within an hour of the shanty's erec
tion, the group was derecognized). 
Another area of reform involves theaboli
tion of commissions. MSA has six: Peace 
Justice, Student Rights, Environmental Issues
Women's Issues and Academic Affairs. 1be
new assembly plans to eliminate the commis
sions. 
Replacing them would be ad hoc commit
tees created around specific issues and Budge
Priorities Committee funding of specific stu·
dent groups. 
See WARREN, onpagell
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Thinkillg of Pass/Fail, are we? 
• 4 
-
COURSE NAME SEC/PROF A+ A B+ B C+ c D+ D E Avg. When? For those who are thinking about 
601 Admin. Law I Payton 2.2 20.0 31.1 26.7 4.4 13.3 0.0 2.2 0.0 3.190 F '89 taking a class or two pass/fail, the 
601 Admin. Law 2 Vining NA R.G. is reprinting previous grade 
Q» Advanced Antitrust Kauper 0 19 22 33 15 11 0 0 0 3.108 W'90 curves for classes offered this tenn. 
608 Advanced Legal Research Leary 0 24 24 29 19 5 0 0 0 3.221 w '90 We only checked the previous four se-
606 Advanced Topics in Sec. Reg. Seligman NA mesters, so "NA" doesn't mean the 
637 Bankruptcy White, JJ 3 19 22 30 16 II 0 0 0 3.146 W'90 professor has never taught the course, 616 Blood Feuds Miller 0 26 19 44 II 0 0 0 0 3.293 W'90 
~17 Business Planning Lambert 15.6 25.0 37.5 21.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.672 F'90 only that we haven't printed their 
524 Children & the Law Schneider NA grades for a couple of years (so sue us, 
:19 Civil Procedure II Kramer NA O.k.?). 
23 Comm. Trans. Mautner 0.0 15.6 21.9 25.0 23.4 14.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.008 F'90 All the numbers are percentages 
,35 Corporate Finnance Bradley 3 23 33 34 5 4 0 0 0 3.365 W'90 exceptfortheaveragcgrade, which is, 
628 Corporate Restruclliiing Lambert NA of course, in HONOR POINTS. 
639 Criminal Appellate Practice Bell 0.0 83.3 16.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.917 F'90 
651 Economics & the Law Ka12, A 0.0 50.0 18.8 18.8 6.3 6.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.499 F '89 MOOT 657 Enterprise Organization Fox 1.1 15.8 17.9 34.7 17.9 12.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.049 F '89 
67 European Legal Systems Reimann NA 
69 Evidence Gross 5.5 15.4 41.8 19.8 9.9 7.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.319 F'89 condoms • manufacturer. Apex Corpo-
69 Evidence Lempert I 18 28 30 18 3 I 0 0 3.197 W'90 ration. 
(12 Evidence Workshop Gross 0 57 43 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.786 W'90 Counsel for the respondent St.ate 
75 Federal Antitrust Kauper 0.8 16.9 20.3 29.7 17.8 12.7 0.8 0.8 0.0 3.033 F'90 of Hutchins chose LO characterize the 
n Federal Courts Whitman NA League's activity as an act of deceit 
74 Federal Environmental Law Survey VanPuuen 3 14 28 31 14 3 6 0 3 3.061 W'90 against its contributors. The statement 
81 First Amendment Sandalow NA of incorporation requires non-profit 
52 Gov't and Business in Western Europe Adams 0 33 37 26 5 0 0 0 0 3.492 W'90 entities LO "tell these individuals what 
84 Health Law Payton 14 59 17 7 3 0 0 0 0 3.859 W'90 you will be doing with their money," 
87 Immigration & Nationality Aleinikoff 2.3 20.9 25.6 16.3 18.6 4.7 0.0 0.0 23 3.179 W'89 
said 2L Charles Ruck. The League's 92 International Law Weiler 3.7 19.6 27.1 20.6 9.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.420 W'89 
93 Jurisdiction & Choice of Law Kramer NA communicative message, Ruck said, 
3 Jurisdiction & Choice of Law 2 Reimann 2 14 21 27 20 13 I I 0 3.007 W'90 was relevant only to !he degree that the 
1 Lawyer as Negotialor White, JJ 0 19 IS 35 31 0 0 0 0 3.115 W'90 League complies with this commit-
~ Legal Imagination White, 1B NA ment Ruck highlighted the League's 
.t Legal Philosophy Soper 2 20 24 40 9 6 0 0 0 3.115 w '90 failure LO educate its audience about 
18 Legal Profession & Legal Ethics White, P NA the "link" between condom distribu-
'6 Partnership Tax Kahn 22 33 22 0 0 II 0 11 0 3.439 W'90 tion and the group's public health 
I Parent Law Morris NA concerns. He !Tied to shift the focus 
) Political Philosophy I Regan 5.0 25.0 30.0 21.7 1.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.564 W'89 from a judge's suggestion that "clearly 
3 Sec. Reg. 1 Fox 3.7 18.5 22.2 48.1 7.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.315 F'89 no one would think they were distrib-
i3 Sec. Reg. 2 Seligman 0 11 38 38 9 2 0 0 1 3.203 W'90 uted for 'bad health."' 
'6 Sex Equality II MacKinnon 0.8 16.0 30.5 41.2 6.9 4.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 3244 F'go. 
"There were no pamphlets (at the 48 Slavery and Emancipation Binder NA 
47 Tax I White, P 1.1 13.3 31.1 25.6 18.9 8.9 1.1 0.0 0.0 3.105 F'90 distribution sites) explaining the is-
t9 Tax II Kahn 7 12 19 43 7 7 2 0 2 3.103 W'90 sues of AIDS and teenage pregnancy," 
71 The Family and the Law Schneider 15.0 35.0 20.0 25.0 5.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.650 F '89 Ruck noted. 
52 Trading in and with Europe U Weiler NA Although the League left no 
55 T&EI Waggoner 3.7 18.5 22.2 37.0 13.0 5.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.231 F'90 "smoking gun" evidencing an intent to 
151 T&ED Waggoner 0.0 33.3 66.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.667 F '89 defraud, Ruck said the League's close 
' From Sex Equality I. 
alignment with a for-profit corpora-
tion, Apex, justified state protection of donors. 
WARREN' conlin~dfrom pogelO funding was politically motivated: Ochoa was Most people do not read a statement of incorpo· ration carefully, Ruck said, and "here, we have the vice-presidential candidate for Common something qualitatively different from any-
These changes will be fantastic for MSA dure for the ftrst time this semester- imagine Sense and, at the time, the assembly was full of thing they had ever done." 
and the students. In the past, commissions sent that his supporters 4) MSA has a ridiculous reputa- Concluding the oral arguments, Ruck's 
students LO El Salvador and the Occupied Ter- The new MSA rescinded the funding for Lion, and the new assembly should auack the co-counsel Rocco Testani (2L) noted that even 
ritories, organized student protests against Todd Ochoa's legal fees. (see Warren,Dawn of incredibility of the old MSA by reputing the if the distribution had elements of speech, they 
depulization and ran the an Li-war movement on a New Age in MSA. RG, 4/9/91). Ochoa had resolution. (I was also quoted in the Daily, were of a lower order becauseoftheircommer-
campus. been arrested for chalking university buildings, yippee!). cial tone. He said the two signs posted by the 
Under the proposed reforms, the students and MSA voted to reimburse people who had For those of you who are sick of my League at the distribution sites, reading "We 
\ill be empowered since they will be asking the donatw money to pay his legal expenses (the bitching about the MSA in this fine paper, you support family planning" and "Sponsored by 
MSA for funding, organizing events them- "people" turned out LO be MSA representative may' get your wish- the MSA's future is the Public Health League" were too ambiguous 
selves, etc. and not be ignored by the Assem· Jeffllinte (Common Sense) who only revealed looking much brighter to me than it has in a to alter the commercial nature of the enterprise. 
bly. If groups want money LO protest, fine, but that fact at last week's meeting. By the way, he long, long time. Funhennore, Testani said, Apex • involvement 
~fSA should fund bolh sides - not become the introduced the w.-solution LO reimburse his own was "commercially interested." 
catalyst for these movements (often MSA was expenses. M 0 0 T, contin~d from pogelO "This display is very much like the display the movement). · Arguments raised against the reimburse- of condoms in a grocery store," Testani said. 
The new MSA president, James Green .. ment included: J) the law was not unjust (it's a of a product, the State could have been obliged The state's interest in regulating the distribu-
announced he would enforce the auendance simple time, place, and manner restriction) 2) to proscribe other private endorsements - like tion, he added, overcomes the First Amend-
~cy (if a member does not auend 12 meet- Ochoa's student status doesn't entitle him LO Lhatofthe polio vaccine- that haveuaditionaJly mem protection of commercial speech, be· 
lllgs and commincc meetings, then the scat MSA funding for his defense; for instance, been proteCted speech. One of the panelists cause it is regulatory and unrelated LO protected ~mes vacant)- something the old Assem- MSA fund would never be allocated to a drunk pointed out, however, that the League's action content, and because the League had other 
hly would never have done. driver who damaged University property 3) the might be distinguished by its "commercial" alternative methods for presenting its view-
We also followed parliamentary proce- nature, given the conspicuous presence of the point on AIDS. 
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Ask Dr. M anitsky 
Dreams of The Saint 
A Note From the Doctor: 
Since this is this semester's last issue of theRG , I thought 
it fitting to offer a few remarks. I would like to thank everyone 
who sent in letters; if your letter did not appear in the column, 
it is generally because the parties involved objected to my 
printing the leuer. Yes, l do in fact phone the students who are 
named in letters 10 get an "OK" (obviously I did not phone 
Pildes, despite the fact that his status qua grown-up is under 
constant scrutiny). 
Many people wrote in about last week's Rosenblatt letter. 
Most found it humorous, wondering if I knew "first hand" the 
nature of his penis, while others added that Rosie's "got a great 
mind" and "is a funny guy too"; a few were offended. To those 
who were offended I offer the following: lighten up. There are 
more important things to get bent out of shape over. At any rate, 
"big penis" did trigger a variety of interesting questions, one of 
which is printed below. 
My Editor-in-Chief, Mark Sanor (he likes it-when I say 
that), asked me 10 make some comments about the future 
direction of the RG. If it were truly up to me (that is, if I were 
not merely a powerless figurehead), the RG would look very 
much like The National Enquirer or The New York Post, with 
bold headlines on the ftrst page about "Kamisar's Secret Trip to 
Saturn!" ar.d "How JJ. White is Stealing Your Luggage!" 
Seriously, though, I think the RG should not shy away from 
controversy. We should print the news. Period. And I'm 
confident that the law school community would ultimately 
benefit from a newspaper that is both bold and balanced (why 
the alliteration here?). 
And now, to the letters . ... 
Dear Dr. Manitsky, 
Has anyone ever told you of your striking resemblance to 
"The Count" from Sesame Street? Are the two of you related? 
-Old Man (2L) 
Dear Ken "Old Man" Hillier, 
First, I do not look like The Count. Leave me alone. And 
tell Ringel to stop puning picrw:es of The Count on IPSA 
posters. 
Second, yes, we are related. 
-Dr. Manitsky 
Dw Dr. Manitsky, 
I heard the Lesbian and Gay Law Students Association 
changed their name to the Lesbian Gay and Bisexual Law 
Students Association. I'm asexual. May I join? 
-An Oppressed Student 
Dear Oppressed, 
Why jointhemwhen there'sagroupthat'sjustforyou? Try 
the Federalist Society. Call Michael David Warren Jr. and he'Ll 
explain what to do--<lr not to do-in order to join. 
Just remember what Professor Mautner said last week: 
"Unfortunately, it takes two to have a tango." 
-Dr. Manitsky 
Dear Dr. Manitsky, 
I've been having this recurring dream .... I'm standing by 
the grade board with a bunch of students I don' t know. One of 
them says, "Boy, look at the Saint's curve!" All of a sudden. 
Professor St. Antoine appears, takes off his shirt, and sings "My 
Funny Valentine." And he sings it way out of tune. 
I've had this dream about 5 times in the last3 weeks. Please 
help me, Dr. Manitsky. I think I'm in big trouble. I think I'm 
losing my mind!! 
- Unsound Sleeper (3L) 
Dear Unsound Sleeper, 
While it's not uncommon to have dreams about Law Profs, 
what's troubling is that in your dream the Saint sings out of rune. 
My sources tell me that the Saint is, as a matter of fact., an 
excellent crooner. 
My advice to you is sun ply this: Before you go to sleep each 
night say to yourself, "Fair enough. Fair enough. Fair enough." 
You' ll sleep fine. 
- Dr. Manitsky 
Dear Dr. Manitsky, 




Only if you're a woman. 
-Dr. Manitsky 
Law in the Raw By Blum, Ward & Wisotzkey 
Fatal Attraction, Part ll 
Judith Ann Watson entered Judge Robert Templin's 
courtroom on Monday interrupting a civil trial and said to the 
judge, "Bob, I can'tgo on living without you" and "I think I'm 
going to have your baby." Templin, who once dated Watson, 
crdered her from the court and she disappeared before sheriff's 
deputies could arrest her. 
Templin's quick action may have saved him some embar-
rassment. Watson was found guilty in 1989 of anempted 
breaking and entering with intent to commit third-degree 
sexual conduct in connection with her pursuit of another 
attorney. She was charged when she grabbed the attorney's 
gen i tais outside a restaurant and later tried to kick down a cioor 
at his bouse. The next night, she returned wearing a black 
teddy, a fur coat and high heels, and demanded sex. 
-Detroit Free Press 
Thanks to Tom Healey 
Would Gene Hackman ba,•e these problems? 
The Attorney General of North Carolina sent notices to 
potential class members for a class action against manufactur-
ers of the drug tetracycline. The following are some responses: 
-Dear Sir: I received this paper from you. I guess I 
really don't understand it, but if! have been given one of those 
drugs, nobody told me why. If it means what I think it does, 
I have not been with a man in nine years. 
-Dear Sir: I received your pamphlet on drugs, which 
I think will be of great value to me in the future. I am unable 
to attend your class, however. 
-Dear Mr. Clerk: I have your notice that I owe $300 
for selling drugs. I have never sold any drugs, especia!Jy those 
you have listed; but I have sold a little whiskey once in a while. 
Thanks to Beth Rickher 
News you can't live without- Death by Nose Hair 
admissibility as Res Gestae!!!! 
It may be old news, a I944 case in fact, but, hey, the more 
tort education this column can give you the better. Presumably 
you are sitting in class while reading this, after all. An accident 
policy covering death through "external, violent and 'accidental 
means'" covered the disastrous resuJ ts of a Texas man's groom-
ing habits. He died from an infection resulting from the wound 
from plucking out a nose hair. Why did they have to pay off? 
Reasonable foreseeability of the consequences of course; you 
should have known that one. The other endearing aspect to the 
case, if you aren't the decedent, is its extensive discussion of 
admissibility of evidence as to decedent's "spontaneuus utter-
ances" about the dratted nose pluck's effects as to being "res 
gestae" or noL 
Thanks to Kevin O'Gorman, diligent researcher 
Michigan Court rejects defamation by blowtorch 
Another of the thousand stories in the wicked city, our fair 
neighbor Detroit. Just how little is too little to state a claim 
currently? Yes, this is your little CivPro lesson of the week, for 
good measure, cite as 411 N.W.2nd 859. A Michigan Appeals 
Court decided this one was a claim but, well, it could still be 
disposed of as not presenting a genuine issue. Detroit hair-
dresser Shila Morganroth uses the unique styling technique of-
blowtorching. The Detroit News, understandably intrigued by 
this, did a piece in which it described this inventor of the 
"blowtorch technique." Two partly dyed dogs and a blow-
• torched human client were featured in the accompanying pic-
tures. The end result was a suit for defamation and invasion of 
privacy by casting in a false light, which Shila pursued into the 
Court of Appeals. In a thoroughly reasoned and thoroughly 
dro!J opinion, Judge Sawyer held that: in the first place "article 
in which hairdresser was called 'blowtorch lady' and which 
stated that she did 'mutt mohawks for dogs did not defame ... 
given truth of statements," and did not cast her in a "false 
light" JUSt because she did not usually do dogs. 
Thank you to "anonymous" and her/his Westlaw 
training lady 
But what about burning it in your dorm ·window? 
It isn' t just at Michigan that the urge to censor over-
comes pursuit of civil rights without respect for civil liber-
ties. During the recent Gulf War, the University vf Mary-
land made a ruling that students "would not be pelUlitted to 
hang American flags from dorm windows because they 
might offend antiwar people." These spee.::h 1ensitive folkS 
seem not to have heard of iron) 
U.S. News and World Report 
Thanks, But No Thanks 
The Beverly Hills Today daily newspaper announced 
late last year that it would do its pan to help restore the ever-
plummeting public image of the legal profession. 
"We would be most grateful to receive any good 
news about the things lawyers have done, and we promise to 
print them in this new column," wrote the publishers in an 
appeal to its readers. 
Time passed. Then more time. 
To dramatize the dearth of glowing reports, the 
paper finally ran an empty space under the title of the ill-
fated regular feature, "Great Deeds by the Attorneys." 
- Student Lawyer 
